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PIAGET'S ·rHEORY AS THE. BASIS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF READING DISABILITY
AND SUGGESTED RD1EDI/\TION THROUGH AN f\DAPTED SCIENCE CURRICULUf•1

Abstract of Dissertation
Piaget•s theory suggests that the development of intelligence is
related to an ability to perform logical operations. For the child between
7 and 11 years of age~ seriation and classification are operational forms
of behavior originating in earlier actions. Since se:dation and classification are important to the syntax and semaritics of language) failure to
develop fully operational seriation and classification abilities may result
in certain deficits in the child's r·eading ability. If so, the science
curriculum may be useful in facilitating the cognitive growth necessary to
success in reading. Recommendations for adapting the science program for
remediation conclude the study.
PROBLEM: It was the purpose of this study to (1) develop and apply
a composite test instrument in order to (2) compare the academic pel'formance
and cognitive functioning of educationally handicapped and regular cl.ass
boys.
PROCEDURES: The composite test instrument was composed of twelve
subtests. Ten of the subtests were selected from standard tests; WISC,
ITPA, WRAT and Gilmore Oral Reading Test. The remaining two subtests were
developed as research instr'uments for thi~; study to assess seriation and
classification abilities.
ThE cornposHe test was administered to 64 boys be.t\':een 7 and 10 years
of age. The scores on the twelve subtests were the dependent variables in
the analysis of variance design. The major independent variable was class
placement. ThiJ'ty-two of the subjects tested wete educationally handicapped
students and th·irty··two subjects 'ttere in regular classes. Sex, IQ, age,
family rela.t·ionship and socio-economic 1eve\ were controlled variabies. In
analyzing the data the .05 level of significance 'iJas emp-loyed.

FINDINGS:
l. Class placement of the subjects was a highly significant
difference between the educ<J.ti ona 1ly handi c;apped and regular
class boys . .As reluted to acad2mic functioning, oTal reading
skills were markedly lower in the educationally handicapped
subjects.
2.

The educationally handicapped subjects were significantly
deficient ·;n c0ynit'ive functioning when compared to regular
class subjec:~.:s on the .l\rHhmeti c, Information~ Digit Span and
Coding Subtest of the hlSC.

3.

The educationally handicapped subjects were significantly def·ir:ient in conceptual .1b"ilit'ies COI'l[:Jarsd to reyular class boys
on the
Visua.l
of
... tfie
ITPA:
..... ··-····f\ssociatic'n
- -;:Jnd
-- !\uditory
- - -- -Assoc·iation
........ ·····-· .... ..... Subtests
- -..

4.

dev~1oped for this study, de1110nstrated
significant differ2ncss ir the functioning 0f educationally

The Seriation Subtest,

handicapped and regular class subjects. The educationally
handicapped boys were markedly deficient in ordering ability.
5.

The Classification Subtest, developed for this study, did not
demonstrate significant differences in the two groups of
subjects. The difficulty level of this Subtest appeared to be
a major factor contributing to this lack of significance. If so,
this finding may be interpreted as supporting Piaget's belief
that animal pictures increase the difficulty level of tests
designed to assess classification ability.

SUMMARY: The current study ha.s provided evidence to support the
theory that children who are severely deficient in reading skills, when
compared to ·regular class children, are often also deficiertt in the ability
to order, or seriate, and to classify, or form concepts. In accordance
with Piaget's theory this finding suppo}~ts the vie\v that inadequately
developed ordering and classifying abilities may }'epresent, at least in
part, the underlying cognitive skills necessary to cognitive maturation
sufficient for mastering reading.
As a part of this research a composite test was developed to assess
reading skill and seriation and classification abilities. The use of this
test pt'ov·ides evidence that broadened ·insights into cognitive functioning
may be gained by alterations in usual testing procedures.
In addition to providing evidence for the presence of underlying
cognitive deficits in poor readers, the study has su~:;gested that the
elementary science curriculum may provide a valuable content area for the
development of improved cognition. The: child is provided \vith the opportunity
to view science as an invention of man fot ordering the un '1\terse. Through
science the child is encouraged to interact with and act u~on his environment.

Guidance for this i11teraction is provided through sp2cific suggestions
for teaching strategies whicl1 maximize opportunities for recognition of
conceptua.·l relationships by the child. These specific sutjgt:stions are
supported by exarnp 1es of teaching procedu!~es. These ex amp 1es are provided
to more clearly indicate that Piagt:t's theory may be used as the basis for
curriculum adaptation as well as assessment procedures.
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CHAPTER l
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
I. INTRODUCTION
Authorities in the field of learning disabilities have seen early
educational deficits as related to a lag in the maturational process. 1
Such factors as genetic variations, biochemical irregularities, perinatal brain insults, and early sensory depr·ivations are seen as slo1"1ing
the development of the central nervous system.2

If the maturational lag

theory is recognized as having val·idity, then consideration of a developmental theory of intelligence may provide a useful framework for gain-

ing a greater understanding of the manifested disability.

For example,

reading d·isability may be consid1.:red as related to incomplete acqt.risition of certain intellectual abilities necessary to reading because of
an underlj,.-·lng maturat·ional delay.
A developmental theory of ·intelligence, uti'lized in this study,

has been suggested by Pi:.1get.

In Piaget's theory the development of in-

tell·igence is related to an ability to perform logico.l operations, with
ce·ttain operations developing in the child in a given sequence and at
..,
approximate age-intervals.~ Piaget also suggests that knowledge is the

-2>- ---. -- -- ------------ -----~--~~l· , p . I 0 •
.:5Barbel Inhelder ur.d Jean Piagr:'t~ T:1e Eal~1y Grm1th of Loq·ic in the
Ch i1 d ( +::v: York: \·J. l·J. r·;orto n <:111d Compan);; T9G 1~fL -·~;-: -2-st:-- __,____ -~-- ---

2

result of active interaction between the subject and his environment,
with gradual changes in the modes of interaction occurring as the child
develops. 4
If Piaget•s ideas are used as the basis for assessment of the
functioning of the elementary age child) then the development of measures
of basic intellectual operations, such as classification and seriation,
may be useful in determining the child 1 s developmental level.

Piaget has

suggested that classification and seriation are essentially operational
forms of behavior reaching back to an origi~ in actions. 5 Since seriation
and classification are important to the syntax and semantics of language,
failure to adequately develop the bridge between primitive actions and
operational seriation and classification may result in certain deficits
in reading ability. 6 Then:!fore, in this study measures of classificatory and seri.1tinq ab·ility have been developed for inclusion ·in an assesschildren demonstrating reading disability.

ment of

The development and application of classification

and

seriation

based research instruments reflects Flavell •s suggestion that Piaget's
writings may pr-ovide .a fruitful basis for diagnost·ic assessment of the
~t-,~ld •

1...[. I I

7 As described in Chapter III in this

study~

tests have been combined \'lith a battery of se.lected
composite test.

measure~

to form a

The combined application of the research instruments and

4rbid. • p . 284.
,...

::>Hdd.
--···------

these research sub-

• p . 282.

3

the selected subtests as a composite test may be expected to produce some
information about the accuracy of the assessment of the research instruments,8 and to provide a framework for suggested remedial action.
The linking of test information \'lith suggested action is necessary
if the development and application of the test instrument is to be other
than an isolated activity. 9 Therefore, this study has been developed in
two parts, (1) assessment, and,
action.

(~)suggested

implementation of remedial

Implementation has been proposed through adaptation of portions

of the elementary science curriculum for the purpose of remediation of
underlying cognitive deficits necessary for reading success.

Science was

selected as a content area valuable in undertaking remediation for the
following reasons: (l) A child who is not proficient in reading may,
nevertheless, begin science study. 10 (2) In science thought processes may
be developed under conditions which provide for moving from concrete experiences to those of increasing abstract·ion.11 (3) The direct ex.pP.rience
available in the science curriculum serves as a basis for language development.12

Taken together, these ideas are relevant to Piaget•s develop·-

mental theory of intelligence and provide a logical basis for
scie~ce

s~ggesting

as useful in undertaking remediation in reading.

8Lester Tarnoool, Learninq Disabilities (Spr-ingfield: Cha.rles

<'I""1°6°)
1 .; uo.:-, ,
;;, ..1
C ,.n'
•

,

p • ' "189 • ----~ .

9sam D. Cl ernents,

11

A New Look at Learning Di sabi 1i ties, 11 Learning_

Qis_aJLL1i_:t_i__?_s_, ed. Tarnapol,
•

•.

•

--

QE_.

ci!_., p. 35.

lOscience.
Framevork for California Public -Schools,
Preliminary
•-o- ---------·--- - - - - - . , - - - , · - - - . - -·----;--------------oo•
l
)

ld1t101~ i,~J.O'uir.ento:

Lal·tforma

~ta.te

~---··--

Department of Educat1on,

969 ,

p. 62.
-1-lrb i-d : ~ IT~ -o7. --- -- .
----- ...

Pootis .J. Johnson and Helmer R. t'iyklebust, ~~-?!..!:'.!!~9. Qj_~EE_i_.!_itL~:~
{Ne·,,, York: Grune .:;nd Striltl:on, 1%7)~ p. 316.
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In this introduction the value of Piaget's theory of the development of intellect is seen as important to understanding learning disabilities which are related to a maturational lag of the nervous system.
Piaget's writings are used as the basis for suggesting the development
of a research instrument for assessment of two operational behaviors of
the elementary age child, seriation and classification.

As part of a

composite test of intellectual functioning, these research instruments
contribute to suggested adaptation of science curriculum for reading
remediation.

THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem
It was the purpose of this study to (1) develop and apply a composite test instrument for the purpose of (2) comparing the academic performance and cognitive functioning of educationally
regular class boys.

hand~capped

and

The investigator used the composite test to gather

data for the purpose of obtaining answers to the following questions:
l.

there be significant differences in the academic
performance of boys in educationally handicapped classes,
compared to regular class boys on the composite test?

t~ill

2. Will there be significant differences in the academic
performance of younger and older boys in the educationally handicapped and regular clas~es on the composite
test?
3. vii 11 there be significant i nter:c ti en betvJ:·?en age versus
type of class plo.cemen: 'tlher. exp1nrir.q academic per-

fr:lrmance on the co111posite test?
~.

Will thera b~ significant differenc2s in the cognitive
functioning of boys in educationdlly handicapped classes,
_compa r~t-:d to .. regular..cJass-bo.y.s-on- the--COI'lposite..testL----

5. Will there be significant differences in the cognitive
functi c•ni ng of ycut1ger and o1de!" boys in the educationany handicapped and regular classes on the co·~'~)osite test?

5

6. Will there be significant interaction between age versus
type of class placement when explor·ing cognitive functioning on the con1posite test?
The answers to these questions concerning academic and cognitive functioning will serve as the basis for integrating test information with the
science curriculum.

Portions of the science curriculum will be adapted

for the purpose of reading remediation.
Significance of the Study
This study seeks to answer questions which may have significance
for the following reasons:
1. Reading is the most essential skill to be learned in school.
Only reading is fundamental to comprehension in other
subj.-~ct areas in a society ~vhich demands constantly lengthening periods of education to prepare young people ·for increasingly complex adult roles.

2. The finding of the existence of a significant difference

between younger and older boys in the educationally hand·i cap ned program, when compu.red to the tegu1 ar c~ ass boys
on the research instrument, may (a) lend support to
Piaget's theory of intellectual development and may (b)
lend support to maturational lag as an important factor
in reading disability.
3.

The development and aprlication of i.1 composite test for
the assessment of the pupi 1 's ca.~abi 1·1 ties I~VlY contribute
to the ref·! nemer,t of present test

pr-uce(!J~n:s

and may

expand them to include elements which account for differ·ence in ed'Jcab"!lity \· 1hich e·:ud~ presently existing
tests when used V1 ith st11dents having reaclnq disabilities.
4. A theoretically based research instrument~ developed to
e:<pand testin9 dimensions, may, as a part of a composite:
test, ss-rve c:.s a basis for sug(:Jestin~: a tJ,P.oi"<~tical"ly
c.dapted curriculUi;-J useful in n~ading remediation. At
th•: pr·esent time, after e'·.ami:1ing the ;:;ublLhed literature,
th~ i~eseatcher has not found a!ly studi 1-:s 1vhich use theory
as th<: basis for ·integration of remediation in reading
with subject matter.
_ 5. __TJLis--studv-, Link-i-t~ a ass essrnt~n t-- a nd--re,ned-iat+,:Jn the on; t~
·icail;.) shou!d assist both p3ycholoqists i:tll(j teachers
in converting t.est information to the develop•nent of
:n:-ani ncrfu 1 curri cul urn ':ihi ch is re 1ev<J.nt to both the
2ducation~lly handicapped and regular class child.

6

There is a need to survey actual populations of children designated under state regulations as having learning disabilities, and to
compare these pupils with those remaining in the regular classes.

There

may be students in regular classes who show subtest patterns similar to
educationally handicapped students, but who are not reading disabled.
Studies of such children may lend new insight into reading disability
and provide evidence of the accuracy of present identification methods.

III.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY

For the assessment purpose of this study a composite test was
developed which combined selected subtests from standardized measures
with two research instruments.

The selection of the subtests was made

upon the basis of the literature which linked reading disability with
scores obtained upon tests of academic achievement and cognitive functioning.l3Tests of academic achievement were the Gilmer~_ OrAl_ R~uc!J!29.. Test
and the
the

!j·i~ Ra~_ge_

.\:{~chsl~

Achievement Jest.

Tests of cognitive functioning \'Jere

Intelligence_ Sca_le_ for Children, the

1._1_1_in~_:L~. Je~_!

of

Psycb_?.!_1nguistic_

~bi.!_1ties,

for this study.

These tvm research subtests \vere designed to reflect

and the two tesearch instruments developed

Piaget•s belief that the ability to seriate and group multiplicatively
is a vit-J.1 step in the development of operational thought. 14
The composite test was administered to educationally hJndicapped
students between the ages of 7 and 10 years of age, in a large suburban
school district.

The educationally handicapped subjects were then matched

l.C-.-Hlneluer
' ! - -1
an d p.1agr::t, _Q£.

.
~.:!.!·,

2"79.
p. .

7

with subjects in regular classes and the composite test was administered
to the regular class students.

Variables relating to age, sex, intel-

ligence, socio-economic level and family background were controlled prior
to the selection and matching of all subjects.
Students in educationally handicapped classes were selected for
the study, since in California they represent a population of normal
intelligence who demonstrate marked learning disabilities.l5 Their failure to achieve academically is most often manifest in the area of reading
skill.l6 Since most students seriously deficient in reading skills will
be identified and placed in corrective programs after the third grade,l7
intf:grat·ion of remediation and academic curriculum seems necessary.l8
The final part of the study suggests the

int~gration

of reading remedi-

ation with the science curriculum.

IV.

From the

ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

onset of the study o::rtain assumptions

v~et'e

necessary.

They included the follm·ving:
l. Children in educationally handicapped classes have been
selected and placed as dir·ected by the Californ·ia State
Educat·ion Code.
·-------·

---

1!\_a\'JS clnd Requ·latior.s Re1atin_g to Educati9n 2nd t!eaj_!J1_ .~S~~'{j_s:es_
fer E.xceufro!1-a r-Ch1Tri);.f:!t1--f!1"-(a THo~·n·i ~-' -Secti Oil.bfS-0 tsacrame.nto:
·c.t.Ti1\·;·:r~i1Ta-stciTe.-1Jepar·trnenf c)f___Edu.G1T.1.cn1, 1969), p. 21.
'Jf,Tc·•norol
1 ·.< r 11 fJ
, :)~
•• 1.•

c1't
---- • ---- •

,

rD •

331.!

T •

1 \con Eisenberg; 11 Epidemio1ogy of Read·ing Hetard1Uon, 11
~
d
. ' i·ie>ney
'
, '• ., , t .)C
r· f • ,._..
I,.,
'l ..
ab1.ea :<eater,
ed . Jonn
Mid bl1D12r
·11 r,·:nan ~ua r;morc:
·,·;· .... ··,-·;- ......r.-·-- (l 6)
1
()
-~~<-''-'-K-'1-n'·---r---'·r>;y.·~----·-+
t _._.J,
. ....t.:J · .. ---p·--·
• ·•·:.;...
I

~

lo\:lp;

.;,)

~

ol
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2. Childt·en in regu1ar classrooms are of normal intelligence unless otherwise identified by school district
testing procedures or teacher judgment. ln the school
district in which this study •1as conducted intelligence
testing has been discontinued, unless the child is
referred for individual assessment.l9
3. Emotional disturbance of varying intensity accompanies

learning disability and cannot be considered as a
separate entity. 20 In this study the researcher has
not considered the question of emotionality as cause
or effect of 1earning disability.

4. The selected subtests used in this study accurately
measured the dimensions of intellectual function which
are specified by the literature cited in this study.
5. Piaget's description of the assessment of multiplicative
seriation and classification provided an adequate basis
for the development,of the two research instruments
used in this study.21
6. The descriptive information related to the child which
is contained in the school record is valid for the
purposes of this study. Specifically, the information
recorded on the emergency card or in the child's
cumulative folder regarding birth date, grade
retention, father's occupation~ number of siblings)
marital state of the parents and the child's relationship to the father is accepted by the researcher .
. 7. Test data collected by qualif·ied school d·istrict
examiner-·s and recorded in the child's school record

is accepted as valid for the purposes of this study.
In addition to the above-stated assumptions the following limitations are noted as relevant to this study:
Limitations
l.

Those inherent in the nature and scope of the devised

l9For a discussion of the value of tt:acher judgJ11ent in assessing
intelligence, see: Florence G. Roswell and Gladys Natchez,
Readir~ Dis, r· I <:
r
. -;;.-7--1
-~-~JJ-~~!z: p_i~_QT~o-~-~~ ~~_?_IE!:_0_~ h'~n_!_ (Nevl York: Basic Go_;.c, l9o4j, ~· t: ••
-;.-,---~.

9

and assembled composite test.
2. Those inherent in the administration of an individual

test to sixty children located in varying school settings and those variations due to uncontrollable time
factors relating to the scheduling of individual examinations or large numbers of school children.
3. Those inherent in the presence of unidentified and uncontrollable variables in the matching of educationally
handicapped and regular class children.

V.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Throughout the study the. following definitions of terms have been
used:
l. Composite test:

An assessment device made up of twelve
subtests compiled by the researcher for the purpose of
individually testing elementary children on academic and
cognitive factors which the literatur~ suggests may indicate or relate to reading failure.22 Ten of the subtests were selected from standard psychometric procedures
and two of the subtests were research instruments developed for this study.23
,l\cademi c performance 1·1as assessed on the Leve 1
1 ,..Reading
Subtest of the Wide Ranqe Achievement
.,. 24
""~--y.--~--;;- -;:-·----·-·I...Q..:>~,
alid tne Accul c•.._y' Comp. eh'-n'-' l on and Rate r::
Subtests of the Gi-ln:or12
Ora·l Read ina Test, Form 1-'\. 2"
- - - - - - ----'-:d- - - - !

..

,.

---"-

r

(B) Cognitive functioning was assessed on the Visual

dnd Auditory AssociatiJn Subtests of the Illinois
Tf~st of Psychcl'inguistic f',bilit·ies;26 the1nforri:iitTc-n~- Arrthine1Tc·;-151gft)pailancf Coding Subtests_
•) ~
2L..r·r

~--·

. .

, ,...."!'"
~~~-~-~~-.

' Chapt-::r II.

23ApperrJix A includes

~-

.....

---------r-n-~n-u-~·~
....,u,/1 t.:'

J~CS..i

r,

{\.

!'.; :."'!-!\I

I

r,'

,1

1 ·n1n>:-

vdl~---~~

copy of the cor;1pos'ite test summary sheet.

,

,) •

~/rr··:'l ~t·

;

:"Y '

l ..... uu 1 ,It

Mid

l-J'inifted D. Ki d:: , I 11 i no i s
i l'h i r·"·Pn·;-·-··-~!;a nua 1 \
...... u. ·.1'" •

2( [);y_c_n~J_i_! P~iL!_;_sJ_j__;;:_ f\p_i_i_ i rj__~_2., Hr~v i sed Ed 'it ion~

University of

Illino~s,

196A).

~.~
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of the _vJe_chs l_er l__Q_te lJ i gene_?_ -~~~_1_~ iQI~ ~!lU_
dren;27 and the Classification and Seriation
-Research Subtests developed for the study.
2. Educationally handicapped: Those minors, other than
physically handicapped or mentally retarded, who, by
reason of marked learning or behavioral problems, or
a combination thereof, cannot receive the reasonable
benefit of ordinary education facilities.28 To be
eligible for admission to the educationally handicapped program the minor whose learning problems are
associated with a behavioral disorder or a neurological
handicap or a combination thereof must exhibit a significant discrepancy beh.:een ability and achievement.29
3. Multiplicative classification:

The ability to group
objects on two conceptual dimensions in a matrix. Each
element is classed simultaneously in terms of two additive orders and four sub-classes result. The development of this ability roughly parallels that of multiplicative seriation and poerational performance begins
at the age of 7-8 years.30

4. Multiplicative seriation:

The ability to order objects
along the horizontal and vertical axes of a matrix based
upon the simultaneous twofold ordering of a set of
elements. Th~ process evolves in stages in the child 1 S
development and the final stage begins at age 7-8 years. 31

5. Norrnal -intelligence:

Students whose intellectual
functioning has not been identified by standard school
testing procedures or by teacher estimate as at the
extremes of the i nte ll ectua 1 range. In the frame of
reference provided by the distribution of the standardization sample of the Stanford-Binet test the six percent of the population wi th-ff)e-lcwe-st and highest

----------

27 David Vlechs 1er, ~!ec~]~I- I_!_l_!_(;?_l] i g~~ce ~~~j_e_ for_ -~_tr_il_1t~Q_,
t·1anual (New York: The Psychological Corporation, 19491.
28
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ability has been excluded from this study.32
6. Reading disability: Subjects are identified as having a reading disability if they have a normal intelligence and are retarded in reading on the Gilmore Oral Rea~ing_ Jest_ one-half
year in the second grade, or one year in the third and fourth
grades.3 3 ,:3 4

7. Regular class: The usual public school classroom located in
the same school building as the educationally handicapped
classroom and those children placed in it who are of normal
intelligence according to teacher judgment or available test
data.
8. Research instruments: Two subtests developed for this study
from Piaget 1 s descriptions. These subtests are designed to
measure the stage-like development of the abilities of multiplicative classification ~nd multiplicative seriation in
elementary age children.3.)
9. Selected subtests: Ten subtests from four standardized
tests as described under the definition of the composite
test.
VI.

SUMrvlARY

The first chapter of this research report has (1) given an intraduction to the theoretical premise of the study (2) stated the problem
(3) indicated the significance of the study (4) provided a descriptive
outline of the study (5) stated the assumptions and limitations, and
(6) defined the rr=levant terms.
Four addHio;1al shapters compose the remainder of the dissertJtion.

32 Lewis M. Terman and Maud A. Merrill, Stanford-Binet Intelliqence
~~:"D_~, Form L-1'! r"ianua i (Boston: Houghton ~1iffTTn Coinpany~-T96-oT~-P~-·Ts:33crn~·les J\. Ullmann,
Function o-f the r~leasurc; Used,
(l~ove1nber,

_____

11
11

Prevalence cf Reading Disability as a
~~1rr.ai

of Learn}_Q_g__ Di satLUti es, 2,

1969), p. 7.

34,...Lornr;~~
•
c I'\ass, ··~~YSYCr1c.1ngu1s
l
,.
·
t·lC o·1sa b'l't'
~h-ld
'-·
1 1 1es or- c
.1
ren
\'i Ub__ Re a. d i n:;_E:x·n_b~Lems_,_"__f0~~:t'2:tl-9£::l~l-=--f.b_+::1~:~__'-@l~T-J~(-Apr-i-l-,-l-%&-h-p.--6-36-;---
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Chapter II reviews the literature which has the most direct relationship
to the study.

Chapter II I describes the reseat'ch design and method used

for the collection of the data.

In Chapter IV the findings from the ad-

ministration of the composite test are discussed.

Chapter V concludes

the study and consists of the following sections:

(1) the conclusions

based on the data, (2) recommendations for adapting the science curriculum for remediation, (3) recommendations for further study and, (4) a
genera 1 s umrna ry of the study.

CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE RELATED TO THIS STUDY
Throughout this chapter the literature selected for review was
that most directly related to the subjects of this study.

Piaget's

theory indicates that the cognitive functioning of children of normal
IQ, within a given age runge, differs from younger or older children, or

adults.

Therefore, the primary concern has been with opinions and re-

search related to youngsters of normal IQ of elementary school age \'Jith
reading disabilities.
On the basis of this criterion the relevant literature was revievJed ir:

tht\~e

specific ureas:

(1) that delineating the general char-

acteristics of Educationally Handicapped children and their placement
in California schools, (2) that concerned with the identification and
assessment of those cognitive correlates of reading disability whi c:h relate to seriation and classification as described by Piaget, and (3) the
research relative to the development of underlying cognitive processes
as a part of reading remediation.

I.

THE EDUCATIONALLY HANDICAPPED CHILD

California 1 S program for Educationally Handicapped pupils was
authorized by

h~g~slation

enacted in July, 1963, and reflected an a';:are-

ness of the need for extending educational services to children handicapped
lt~n;s.
OjJed

by

a broad range of learning, behavioral, and emotional prob-

Prior to '1963, tl1e expet'ience o·f school districts who had deve1J:.hei !' o·vm ptOC!Y'J!w;, .'"!.nd s t~Jrl i es conducted within th(~ state, made

14

it apparent that there was rarely a simple etiological explanation for
the complex problems exhibited by children with serious learning, behavioral or emotional problems.l
Nomenclature and Definition
The fields of medicine, psychology, education and the language
specialties have all given attention to the large number of individuals
of normal intelligence \vho sho•tJ deviations of intellectual functioning
and behavior of such nature as to require special educational planning.
Recently, a three--phase nat"i onal project has attempted to clarify issues,
nomenclature, identification and research related to this diverse area
of education.2 This national study revealed that a total of thirtyeight terms have been used to describe the condition termed
_1[sfuf!ct_fo~

by the national task force and educationally_

the California State Department of Education.

~~~im~l

brain

~anqicappec1_

by

The task force definition

of minimal brain dysfunction is of interest because it refers to both
cognitive and academic deficits in the functioning of the pupil:
... children of near average, average, or above average general
intelligence with certain learning or behavioral disabilities
ranging from mild to severe~ which are associated with deviations of function of the central nervous system. Thsse deviations may manifest themse·Jves by various comb·inations of impairment in perception, conceptualization, languuge, memory,
and control of attentiont impulse, or motor function ....
DLwing the schoo-l years, a. variety of learn·ing disabilities

1/\llan Si1nmons and Ma.rqaret Scheffeiin, ~i!)__iforni~?- f_!og_c_a.m f.9.!:.
IsJ_u~~_a_:tj_()_rl?]J.y_ !~§::<i_i_C9J2_[)~~- r~_ir!_()r_~_ (Sacramento: Ca 1i fOl'ni a Stctte Departn:e nt c f Ed ucat i on , 1969 1 , p • l .

"'
Minir;1a1 8!'ain Dvsfunction in
c i !_. ' p r.clernents~
. 3.
--------- - ---·------ -··->'---····---·-··-- ·--

Children~

--------

Phase One,

0.2_.

·-
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is the 1nost prominent manifestajion of the condition vJhich
can be designated by this term.
The symptoms which the dysfunctioning child may exhibit in varying degree and combination include:

(1) impairment of fine movement or

coordination, (2) electroencephalographic abnormalities without actual
seizures, (3) deviations in attention, activity level and impulse control, (4) specific and circumscribed perceptual, intellectual, and memory deficits, and (5) nonperipheral impairments of vision, learning,
haptics, and speech. 4
Influence of Maturation
Many of the above named characteristics tend to improve with the
maturation of the central nervous system and, with maturity, various
complex motor acts and intellectual differentiations rlevelop, or are
more easily acquired. 5 As interpreted by Piaget~ maturation is contingent upon functioning, which is fostered by

expe~ience

and training:

But from the positive point of view, the maturation of the
nervous system can do no more than create th~ conditions
for a continual expansion of the field of possibilities.
The realization of these possibilities demands not only
the action of the physical environment (practice and acquired experience), but also the educational influence of
a favourable social environment. 6
Both Money and deHirsch correlate slowed maturation with reading
dHfi culty.

DeH i rsch states, that although for rnos t children chtono-

logical age does reflect maturation, other children with adequate intelligence suffer from maturationa1 lags and have a high r-isk of reading

3sam
in C!lildren,
., . D. Clements,. Minimal Braic --DJsfunction --.--,---··
---·---- Phase
Pub11c Health Sr.:rv1ce h!bl1cat1or! No. 2Ci1!:1 \l·iashlr.gton: GgV~}"IliQ(?.Y"!_t__
--Pri r.ti ng-uffi cc_!__l96Sr)~--P~-9-. - - - - - - - - - - T'-'10,

.

41_bjs!_· , p. l 0.
p. 5.

·---~-----;-

·-----~·

5_I_P_Lcj_. ' p • l J.

---·-·---:::---~

6rnhe.ider and Piaget~ 9._2-·~_u_.,
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failure.?

Money indicates that the most useful hypothesis relating brain

function and reading disability is that of a maturational lag in the
brain and nervous system.

In fact, f·:Joney feels that the greatest major-

ity of reading disability cases can be accounted for by this hypothesis. 8
HovJever, both t~oney and deHirsch would agree with P·iaget's bel'ief in the

influence of the child's experience and education on the maturational
process.
Educational Placement
Diagnostic considerations are important for the detennination of
special educational placement for the educationally handicapped child,
and these considerations develop out of the objectives of medical and educational viewpoints.

The medical diagnosis is conducted to identify

causative factors which may be ameliorated, while the educational diagnosis is concerned with the assessment of performance and capabilities,
with the goal of determining appropriate remedial programs.9 The medical diagnos·is includes a medical, developmental, and family-social history in addition to a general and neurologic physical exam·ination.

The

educational diagnosis encompasses an academic history c.r.d an evaluation
of achievement related to reading, nurnbe: concepts, spelling and writ-

ing.

All of this information is correlated with a psychological eval-

uation of intellectual functioning.lO

7Katrina deHirsch, Jeannette Jansky, and William Langford~
J~::_~9ictjn~j_ 5_e~t_9jnq Fa_i_l_!~Te (New York: Harper and Row, 1966), p. 73.
8John t•1oney, ~1oney and Schiffman, 9-R· cit.~ p. 33.

- n-----------9e-1Tmlents;-~-rn-;m_a1~Gnli_!l.P_.t~I~:_nct.jon fn _Chiid_!5n, Phase One,

.c:..it . ,

p . 1-1 .

lOJbid., p. 15.

QQ.·
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In California, following the described diagnostic work-up, a district level admission committee, including a physician, psychologist,
school administrator, nurse or social worker, and a teacher, determines
eligibility for placement in an educationally handicapped program.

f\11

placements require the recommendation of an admission committee and written parenta 1 consent. 11

The type of progr·am in which the chi 1d may be

placed and its availability depends upon the district in which the pupil
lives, since the California program functions on a permissive basis at
both the elementary and secondary levels.

Four types of programs are

authorized and the range of handicap within these programs may be limited
to students identified as either neurologically handicapped or seriously
emotionally disturbed, depending upon the philosophy of the school district.

The four types of programs are:

unable to function in regular classes.
allo'>'ied in these classes.

(1) Special classes for pupils

A maximum of twelve pupils is

(2) Leo.nling disability groups, designed to

meet the needs of pupi 1s v1ho can function for varying periods in a regu1ar class program, bJt who need some degree of individualized or small
group instruction.

(3) Home and hospital instruction for pupils unable

to function in a school setting due to the severity of their problems.
(4) Specialized consultation, available for tRachers, counselors and

supervisors relative to the learning disabilities of pupils requiring
specialized services.l2

In California~ children identified as education-

a11y hanctiopped nwy, ther2for2, represent an educatior.ally heterogene-

llsimmons and Scheffe1·in~ QP_· -~.i!·, p. 3.
--------------lzc!ements~ t]_injJJl.a_]_ ~r_~_1_0_ .Qy:;fy_n_~_tiot"!_ ·in_ Q~i.l!irer:_, Phase Two, 9P·
't . ' p. -·
')
-~,-·
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ous group, whose educational management must be based on functional diagnostic information.
Remedial Planning
Reliance on such functional diagnostic information may mean that
identification of an educational deficiency contributes strongly to remedial planning.

From this viewpoint the curriculum becomes the stand-

ard setter for desired performance.

"A learner has an educational dis-

ability v1hen he cannot consistently meet the demands of the curriculum
to which he is assigned."l3

By this criterion the child who shows mark-

ed discrepancy in progress in reading when compared with his age-matched
group may be referred for placement and remedial act·ion, which is aimed
at attaining the standard of the curriculum.
Frequently, the result of such action is to subject the child
placed in an educationally handicapped program to an intensification of
the usual methods of reading instruction. 14 • 15 When usual remediation
. fails to produce satisfactory progress, the limitations of the customary
techniques of remedial instruction may be recognized.
suggest that

th~

Bond and Tinker

failure of these customary techniques places the child

beyond the concern of education:
The diagnostician should be on the alert to the possibility
of neurological lirnitations, especially in cases that are high

in intelligence and low in other organized learnings such as
arithmetical computation. The reading diagnostician and remedial worker must be well aware of the fact that all human

13rbid.
14Patri ck /\sh 1ock and /l.l berta Step:l~L Educuti on a1 TheL'J!~ ill the__

IlS!~e.!~-"L~X

Sc_h_QQ_1_ (Springr"ielJ:

Charles C. Thomas, 1966), p. x.

15 Guy Bond and Miles T nker, Readinq Difficulties (New York:
J.l.ppleton-Centut'y--Crofts, "i967 , p. 169·:·----·- ----·-·-----·--
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deficiencies cannot be corrected by education.l6
Since there are manyl7 bright children who fit Bond and Tinker's
description, whose lives are burdened because of delay or failure in the
acquisiton of reading ability, other authorities have suggested alternative remedial plans.

Ashlock and Stephen suggest the augmentation of

the customary remedial program by directing more attention to the specific deficiencies in the child's learning process and the remediation of
these deficiencies.l8 Bateman indicates that an analysis of patterns of
cognitive abilities could provide a basis for curriculum planning which
would include the education of underlying abilities. 19
II. COGNITIVE CORRELATES OF READING DISABILITY
Since the underlying premise of this study was Piaget's theory as
it relates to seriation and classification, the cognitive correlates of
reading disabi'lity considered relevant in a review of the literature
were those related to seriation and classification.

Piaget has provided

such unique insights into the child's development of seriation and classGro\AJt~ o~

ification abilities> that the bcok, The f:_9rl.z
Child, 20 becomes the primary reference.

1ogic LD_

!_h~

Ir. their exploration of the

literature, Inhelder and Piaget indicate that there has been no systematic research on seriation.

Classification, or concept formation, has

l6Ibid.
1711 .11.

conservative estimate is that five to ten percent of the
school population has severe enough reading problems to require special
educationa! concern and provisions." Barbara 3ateman! 11 Learning Dis~bilities-··Ye:;terday, Today, and TornorrO'.·J," _LXC§J2tioncD_ ~hj_ld~_!l, 31
t DecembrO'r, 196/f), p. 168_.__________
1q-uaLeman,
D ·
'l 8.1'1shlock and Stephen, 9_2_. cit.
QP_· £:.:.:_., p. 174·.
-1-

20 rnhe'!der and Piu.9et, q_p_. cit.

; ,_
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been a concern of psychoiogists for over thirty years.

However, Piaget 1 s

work is unusual in being a first in the systematic investigation of the
developmental aspects of concept formation.

To Piaget the classificatory

behavior which is the foundation of reasoning is the abstraction of the
criteria of classification.
Piaget

1

S

It is this premise which distinguishes

approach from the work of other psychologists. 21

Therefore,

other vwrks concerned with the descriptive approach to concept formation
were not directly applicable to this study.
Piaget 1 s Theory of Seriation and Classification
In Piaget 1 s theory seriation and classification relate directly
to the early development of the reasoning process.

Seriation and class-

ification precede the formation of systematic hypotheses and the verification of these hypotheses by a deduction of their implications.
indicates that there is

an

Piaget

under'lying commonality in the development of

seriation and classification in the child 1 s cognitive growth, with seriation ability appearing somewhat earlier than classification.

In the

children Piaget studied, seriation and classification abilities were not
operational before the age of 7 or 8 at the earliest. 22
The two operat'ions

al~e

similar in most respects, although class-

ification demonstrates a higher degree of complexity.

Language appears

to play a greater part in the development of classification than in seriation, while perception is more important to seriation. 23 The impor-

21
It . d , p.
- --~--·

XX.

22Ib'd

21 . 1

-~--- ---------~-- ----------=1~-~~· -~--P-·-- f -'-·-------------~------------ --------~-------------~

23rbi~_·, p. 1.
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tance of perception 24 to seriation appears to b~ the basis of the two
main differences between seriation and classification which are (1) that,
a relation can be perceived while a class cannot, and (2) a serial configuration constitutes a perceptually good form. 25
rlult~ati~l~_.?_sification

and Seriations.

The logical oper-

ations of classification and multiple classification, and seriation and
multiple seriation are closely linked to the more elementary actions of
putting things into piles and separating these piles into groups.

From

these early beginnings, development is continuous and becomes more complex as the entire ordering process is internalized and generalized. The
principal (ldjt!strnent which occurs during th·is developmental progression
is the grovJth of retroactive and anti ci pa tory processes.

It is this

developed ability to use hindsight and foresight which makes multiplicative seriation

classification possible.

nnd

Hindsight and foresight

stem from one d i recti ona·l proaction, in V.Jhi ch actions a1ready performed
tend to influence those that follow, and then pass into retroaction, and
finally foresight. 26

Retroaction and foresight. or anticipation, may be better understood if
they are explored more specifically in relation to their importance in
classification.
/i
2~o,·~npt
I

activity.

To accomplish this aim a general summal'Y of Piaget's

bPl:lf~V'PS that perception is an outgrowth of all preceding
F._nvironi!lcntal experience encompasses all other considerations.

Q _J ..._.

J

·•·

•

-

]E.j_q., p. 294.

p. 247.

---------------

--z(:j~I!fiCl-:-:-p:-
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views of classification is necessary.27
Piaget states that some kind of classification is implicit in most
actions and in every judgment.

The recognition that things may belong to

categories of wider generality (such as apples to fruit) may occur very
An advance over recognition is represented by the

early in development.

realization that things may belong, simultaneously, to two categories,
one of wider
fruit).

g~nerality

than the other (a thing is both an apple and a

However, classifications of this type can only provide the basis

for correct inferences if there is adequate abstraction of the properties
which indicate that the elements of one class also belong to another
class of higher generality (but not vice versa).
Learning from experience is based upon the constant interpretation of new situations in the light of previous experience.

The way

which learning may gain from experience depends upon the sort of generalizations made, and upon how false generalizations are refined and corrected.

In turn, the extent which experience contradicts expectation brings

about a change in the generalizations or analogies that anteceded it,
which were dependent upon the initial analysis of the experience.

The

condition for increasingly precise differentiation in analysis is the
ability to vie\'/ (or

11

turn round on 11 ) the initial generalization and to

examine the criteria which motivated it.

Or, stated another ways the

tendency to assimilate the new to the familiar mo.y lead to false analogi es and

pn~di cti or:s

with the facts.

To he

based on fa 1s ity r>:ay turn out to be at varia nee
a~le

to rletect such an error in initial reasoning

---------------2-?Tl'liCr:-- The d~scussion is based uoon the intl~oductory interpre-

tations prov-lde(l by one of the Eng1ish -c~-iiilslators of PiacJet 1 s book, E.
.0... Lunzer.
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the criteria

~vhich

determined the analogy must be kept in mind, in order

for it to be reviewed.
The ability to retrace steps in reasoning is slow and gradual in
development and the inability of young children to carry out ordering or
classification tasks in a coherent way is because they deal with objects
one at a time and the basis of their own behavior eludes them.

They can-

not retrace their own activity and abstract any single consistent criterion which governs the entire sequence.

If the objects differ in only

one characteristic they may be able to order or class"ify them, but they
cannot do so

~vhen

the differences are more varied.

In terms of class-

ification, its true significance to the cognitive development of the
child is that the child who can classify can reason logically about the
properties of things by adhering to unambiguous criteria.

Lunzer has

provided a summary of clarity:
Classifications both covert and open play an important part in
inference, but o1;1y insofar as (i )the subject can make such
classifications undmbiguous, and (ii)he is able to recognize
the criteria of his own classifications, i. e. he knows wherein
they are unambiguous.28
Seriation as a Coanitive Factor in Readina

----------~----·~-------------~---------~-

An explorution of the literature related to the possible

corn~l-

ation of setiation ability with rea.ding revealed that c:;eriation, as descr·ibed

by Piaget,

concepts.

and sequr~ncing ability are

Dunsing and

probably indi:;tinguishable

Kephart describe sequencing

as

follows:

Sequence involves an ordering in time of dissimilar objects
or events. Al0ays there is a spatial--temporal translation involved 1r;;re 2s the child explores Jnd c;;i)f!ii:nents ~.,-;th :;tructured
------~-

-------
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patterns of complex movement relationships in space. It is
through such sequential structuring that the child learns
finally to pull the elements of form together into a configuration. The same kind of temporal-spatial integration later
enables him to deal with spatial configurations in a simultaneous manner.29
The()_!"Y._il_tl.s!_qpi ni on.

Although tempera 1 order has frequently been

recognized as important to educational activities, there has been less
recognition of the importance of spatial order.

Interestingly, Lashley

suggests, that in terms of cerebral function, spatial and temporal functioning are difficult to distinguish and are almost completely interchangeable. 30 De Hi rs~}]_ acknowledges the importance of both temporal and
spatial concepts by stating that in learning to read the child functions
both spatially and temporally, from sounds seen (a sequence in space), to
sounds heard (a sequence in time). 31

To deHirsch any sequence represents

an organization in time and learning to perceive, process, store and recall the setial order of information is necessary for later reading. 32
Therefore, difficulties in spoken, written and printed language all invalve disturbances of sequential behavior which reflect deviations in the
deve1opmenta1 process.33
::~C?l''-!~-~-QJ:l_ ~nd ~Xkl_Q~~-

stress that there are many dimensions to

sequenti a·J i zat ion \vhi ch are vita 1 to the 1earn·i ng process.

Both auditory

and visual sequencing are important in reading, since the child must learn

29 jack Dun~;ing and Ne';Jell Kephart~ "Motor Generalizations in
Soace and Time,n Learnino Disorders, Volume 1, Jerome Hellmuth, ed.
(Sea tt 1e: Spec i a 1-cETf(f PtJb fTea tfon-s, ·l96S L p. 116.
30K. S. Lashley, "The ProblArn of Serial Order in Behavior,"
Cerebral Hechard s:'JS in Behavior, oJ. Lloyd ,Jeffress (Ne\v York: John
1~rrr~vand --~or.-s-:--Ers-1 r~- p-~--r2-a:

--

-------

".
I _()__,t?_.
·31 .,
U211H'SCl)

t .,
Cl. __

p.

.
XlV.

32lbid_.' p. 88.
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that letters in words remain in a specific order and that this activity

correlates with the use of a spoken language in which sounds are pat-

1

terned within a word, and words In a sentence.

~

becomes fluent in reading sequential ord2ring problems may be evident in

~

spelling errors.34
Klappe~

Even long after a child

relates the visual and auditory discrimination abilities

of poor readers to difficulties in temporal and spatial processing:
The two sensory modalities involved in reading are vision and
audition. In reading disabilities, visual cognition does not
appear to be disturbed if the visual discrimination task is
simple and does not involve sequential spatial or temporal arrangements. There are many studies reporting no relationship
between i'eading disability and visual form perception. If such
a disturbance is present it is generally found in the youngest
children and is a transient problem ...... Problel'l.S ar·ise 1.11-ten the
dyslexic is confronted vJith spatially or tempor~ ~jstl.~ibuted
visual st·imul i and arrangement in sequence is required ...
-AdTsTo-r-f1on in hearing clearly presents a major learning
obstacle. Although some research specifies auditOl~y discrimination e.s thf.: distutbed ptocess, this is not the primary
impai nne nt. \~ords Jre _l:en~poral!_,t ~i_~_tri buted_ ~~!S_i_i_ toJ:Y_ -~-tl!~.~J.i
and require assemblage at the receptor level. If the mechanism
for processing the auditory input is deficient, the successive
bits of information remain fragmented and unrelated.35
If Klapper's views are accepted, seriation may represent an underlying
process important for the understanding of the failure of some reading
disabled c:1i1dren to demonstrate adequate visual and auditory discriminat"ion.
Research.

Various investigators have conducted research which in-

di cates that sequencing ability is important to reading.

foluch of this

3r.
''Johnson and ~yk l ebus t, QJ?_. ~j t ·__!_JL.__j_6_a. __ --

--------35ie1(J~-Klapper,

abilitie::;,"

f_~_j~_trj~_~,

11

Psychoeducaticna1 1\spec:ts of Reading Ois37 (February, 1966), pp. 359-370.

~lJ
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il

l'

~i,,

(l.JISC) as the assessment device.

~

the 1vide use of the WISC in psychometric procedures.

In all probability this is because of

I!

However, there is

'I

jb

some indication in the literature that the Wechsler tests have a higher
number of seriation associated items than the Stanford-Binet. 36

u
~

-"'

1. Kinsbourne and !Jarrington Study.

(':

Kinsbourne and ~!arrington

studied a group of patients selected on the basis of a WISC Verbal IQ
more than 20 points higher than the Performance score.

These subjects

were found to have difficulty with tests of finger differentiaion and
order, as well as with constructional tasks and mechanical arithmetic.
These writers felt that the underlying problem was a developmental cerebral deficit based upon a difficulty in sequential ordering.

This

deficit was viewed as the cause of a delay in learning to read and write. 37
2. Robeck Study.

Robeck compared thirty-six Reading Clinic stu-

dents with a mean age of 10-5 with the normative population of the WISC.
She reported that the reading disability group shm·.Jed weaknesses, sig-

nificant to the .01 level of confidence, in four subtests, Digit Span,
Arithmetic, Information and Coding.

The thirty-six cases in this study

included thirty--tv:o boys and four girls 1vith a Full Scale IQ range of

85 to 136 and a Full Scale IQ mean of 109.75.

No explanation of the

findings is offered by Robeck, but the study was conducted to determine
vthether problem readers had common characteristics in certain kinds of

36;~c;bert G·inther, "A Study of Eatly Reasoning Skills ·in the

Tl'<:linable il:12ntally Retarded: As RElated to Piaget's Seriatiion Theory"
(unpt.;L,1isheJ i··1aster's thesis, University of the Pacific, l97D), p. 41.

-

37i,1. l<.i nshourne and El i zabeth via rr i ngton, 11 De vel ogme>nta l_EaC-tot'$~--------
·i i1_ Read iJJQ_iHLd_vJ'C-i_:t-i-W:J-Bae-kvrardness--;-''-13t_:_[Q_5fl Jo~~-I!A.L 2.f_ ~..:~~_hQ.l o~qY.s
54 {1963)' pp. 145-156.
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intellectual functioning which might be related to causal factors of reading disability.38
3. Neville Stuqy.

In this study male retarded readers with an IQ

of ninety or above were compared with male non-reta;·ded readers.

These

boys were part of a Reading Clinic population and thirty-five pairs were
investigated using the WISC.

Scores of retarded readers were significant-

ly lower than the scores of the non-retarded on the Information, Arithmetic, and Digit Span Subtests at the .01 level.

The Coding Subtest was

also lower for the retarded readers, but did not reach the .01 significance level.

Neville concluded that retarded readers did poorest on the
WISC Subtests which most nearly resembled school tasks. 39
4. Kallos, Grabow and Guarino

St~.

In this study Reading Center

boys who were reading at least two grades below age-grade expectations
were tested with the WISC.

The boys ranged in age from 9-0 to 14-0 and

had Full Scale IQ's between 90 and 109.

Differences, significant at the

.01 level, were obtained when the high scores of the Block Design and

Picture Arrangement Sub tests \'/ere co:npared with the l m·1est Sub tests-ArithiTietic, Coding, and Information.
administered.

The Digit Span Subtest

\'las

not

The researchers concluded that retarded development of

motor-visual coordination, which is most involved in coding, may be an
important cause of reading disability.

The low Information and Adth-

mctic scores were interpreted as reflecting variables in the home and
3"0 f~i1clt·ed Robeck, "Subtest Pa.tter-n·inq cf Problem RcJders on ~.JISC,"
f~J.i_f.?E~iz: ~o~r._r~]_ of Ed~.£i~!i_O_!l:..al Research, ·!1 (~·lay, 1960), pp. 110-115.
3'~

::J Dona 1d Ne·.r ill e, ~<A ComRa rison G f tb~_\HS_C--~a-tte-~n£-G-f._~la-1-e-Re----------------raroed--ana Non-He+.arded Readers," Journa 1 of Education a 1 Research, 54

(January, 1961), pp. 195 --197.

-------- --- -------- ,_ .. ______ _
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school environment \vhich promote reading disability.40
5. _!?ean

~tudy.

Bean compared twenty-five retarded readers from

grades 7, 8 and 9 with an equal number of average readers.

These subjects

were administered a battery of tests designed to measure intelligence,
reading ability, perceptual and visual motor skills, and memory.

The data

was submitted to statistical treatment which indicated that eleven factors
accounted for 62% of the variance.

The defect which appeared most crit-

ical to reading retardation was sequential memory as demonstrated on a
number of measures, including the Digit Span and Coding Subtests of the
wrsc.41

The identification of sequencing ability as related to reading
through psychometric assessment as reported by Bean has also been supported by the findings of Bannatyne in England.

In Bannatyne's study,

ei ghty··seven boys bebJeen the ages of 8 and 11 who were poor readers,
were found to be lowest on the Digit Span, Coding, and Arithmetic Subtests of the WISC.

These three subtests had been categorized by

Bannatyne as Sequencing f1.bi l i ty Subtes ts and the low scores of the poor
readers vJer·e i nterp·reted as evidence of prob 1ems with auditory sequencing and discrimination.42

40George Kallas, ,John Grabmv, a1d Eugene Guarino,

The tviSC
Ptofi1e of Disabled Readers," Personnel and Guidance JournalJ 39
(February, 1961), pp. 476-478.----------·- --·- ----------11

41 ~/i 1l i am Bean, "The Isolation of Sorne Psychometric Indices of
Di:;c.bi"lity,'i .!E~.:.s_~_rtatj_Q_Q_Abstracts, 28 (February, 1968),

Sevc~re F~2ading

p. 30"i2A.
42,1\1ex Gannatyne, "The Etiology of Dyslexia and the Cc:lor Phonics
System,i' -····-·-···---Selected ---·--·-Pa;Jer-s --·-·
on ··--·-··-Learnir·i<'
Disa.bi1ities: Third Annual
':1. ·-------·- ·----

_____JD..:t.Sc.;Ja.t.i.c~c2~:-CJt)tf.oi-l:'€! 1h8--f)-f_2-le-A-s-s-e e-i-a+i erl~ff.lr-e-h-Hdr e rr\v·i-th-t-e·a-r ni·n~r
Disobi1itie:J (Fittsbt..<i·gh:. l\ssociation fot Ol'i1dren \'lith Learning
Dis'lbiliti0s, 1967), pp. G/-78.
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A review of the literature indicates that sequencing ability may
be highly correlated with reading success.

In terms of cognitive function-

ing there was opinion which suggested that spatial and temporal ordering
were indistinguishable, but vital processes necessary to both visual and
auditory sequencing.

Problems with auditory and visual discrimination

and difficulty with tests of finger differentiation and order may be manifestations of sequencing disorders.
Considerable research with reading disabled subjects has been done
with the WISC as the assessment device.

In some of the research the sub-

jects have been compared to the WISC normative population, while in
other instances comparison has been made between good and poor readers in
relation to subtest performance.

Frequently, through either method of

comparison, the Information, Arithrr.et·ic, Digit Span, i:lnd Coding Subtests
were found to be significantly lower for the poor readers.
Various explanations have been provided for the high correlation
between the depressed scores of the Information, Arithmetic, Coding and
Digit Span Subtes ts and reading disability.

Suggested interpretations

include; the resemblance of these subtests to school tasks, the dependence of the skills measured by these subtests upon the home and school
environment, dnd the importance of sequencing to success on these subtests.

S·ince all of these interpretations a.re relateJ to Piaget's

theory of cognitive development, the use of these four subt:::sts as part
of the further exploration of the relationship b2tween seriation and
reading may be useful and suggests a hypothetically valid approach.

30

Concept !_~m~!_i~~- a Cogni tl_ve Fac_!~.!:. __i n Reading
There can be little doubt that Pi aget uses the term
as synonymous \vi th conce£!.

~~-~iii cation

The introduction of Pi aget •s book refers to

Vinacke's review of studies of concept formation as pertinent background
for understanding the discussion of classification. 43 Vinacke's definition of a concept as a kind of selective system in the mental organization of a person which links previous experience and current states
with stimulus objects is also descriptive of Piaget's discussion of
classification.44 This definition encompasses the idea that in conceptualization, the individual makes use of past experience through the identification and classification of objects; or, in the absence of the
object, through symbolic responses which detach concepts from specific
instances and allow them to be manipulated in many complex ~tJays. 45

A review of the literature relating concept formation and reading
ability reflects a genera 1 theoreti ca 1 agreement that there is a high
degree of relationship.
cess in reading.

Concept formation is necessary to achieve suc-

However, the research indicates that the exploration

of the nature of this relationship is poorly understood and not comnonly
assessed.
Theor~~r.d o~in1_~~·

Rappaport suggests that conceptualization is,

like seriation, important to the child's world because of the ease and
econon~

of mental

mani~ulation

which concepts provide.

Through growth

·13Inhelder and Piaget, 9.1~· ~i!_., p. xi.

441,J. E, Vi nacke, 1_-b._c: E_~_y.£hC?__l_Q_qy_ 2f Thinking (New York: t,1cGrawHi 11, 1952)_,_~8_.
---
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in ability to form concepts, the child becomes better equipped to explore
and practice the ways in which experience can be expressed in action or
language.

The child also becomes better able to translate actions and

experience into symbols, or symbols into actions.

Growth in the level of

conceptual development is necessary in order for reading, arithmetic, and
other school subjects to be mastered. 46
In describing learning disabilities,

~yklebust_ ~!:1_9_

_Job_nso_Q_ have

stressed the importance of the child's ability to categorize, as \vell as
the ab·ility to abstract, to the conceptualization process.

The critical

factor, they feel, is the manner in which the experience is classified
ot categorized.

The class or category that forms a concept is not in it-

self observable, but represents a group of experiences with a common
denominator.

It is this common denominator' which is the basis of the as-

sociation between experiences.

In children's learning the possible

deficit is in the process of recognizing the relationships among experiences.

Hence any br-a ·in dysfunction may obstruct the abi 1i ty to concept-

ualize, since conceptuJiization is at a high level of cognition which is
dependent upon many other associations. 47
0il:!_cl!ler_ agrees vJi th fu'Js]i;by_s_t 9nd_

that even mild

br~in

]_ghns~

in endorsing the be 1i ef

damage may have severe effects upon concept formation.

IrnpaitiT:ents of the capacity to categorize and abstract effectively may be
the most e-:ls ily observe':! consequence of brain damage.

Even the minimally

brain dar'laged child may find H difficult to understand and remember the

~-

~bsheldon Rappaport, Pu~l ic Education for Children with Brain
DEf UJl c ~~.tg n_ (New York : S,X'r~~(2-usQ': .lfr1Tv·-el,-slty_l_>ie-ss~;:=r9~6-9~)=;_-p • ~ g~- -- ------{17

1

'

J ohnso n and ~1y k1ebus t , QP. ~-L~.

,

p • 44 •
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relationships among superficially dissimilar ideas.48
Barbe reports that ?trauss identified disturbances in concept
formation, in both thinking and reading, as one of the four basic deviations in the mental makeup of brain damaged children.

In spite of

normal intelligence, the children studied by Strauss demonstrated deficiencies in verbal reasoning.49
Q.eHirsch has provided evidence of the relationship of categorizing
ability to success in early reading.

Among the 37 kindergarten tests she

evaluated in developing her predictive index of future reading success,
10 tests were found to be significantly related to end-of-second grade

reading achievement.

One of these 10 tests was a

categor~~

test in which

(For

the child is requested to produce a generic name for word clusters.
example, the words red, green and blue must be classed as colors.)

In

th·is classifica:·lon test the child's ability to determine whether the
ideas and objects belong together because of a

co~non

feature reflects

the beginning of the generaliLation process.5°
Summa_'C,l_.

The opinions reviewed suggest that the process of clas-

sification is complex and may represent at least three other abilities;
recognizing relationships among experiences, the abstraction of this relationship, and the expression of the abstracted relationship verbally.

48Rifey \tJ. Gardner, 11 The Needs of T:;achers for Specialized Information on the Development of Cognitive Structures, 11 The Tea_cher Q.f__l?_rai_r:!.Injured Ch~ldren, ed.. l1illian; Cruickshank (NevJ York: Syracuse Ull"ivel~sity
·-- --;:---, o--;·-;:---y-------Pres..,, i..-oo 1 , p. 145.
49Wc>.1 ter- B. Barbe, Th?_ f0_C_f?J>_ti_onal Chili (\1ashi ngton: !he Center
for Applied Research in Educaticn, 1963), p. 78.

50" "u · '- __ '_____,., _ _ ._+_ _ _fJ_• _,.,_4
----~---~---U&A-P S Gil, ~· ~1...'::.·
~'-- •

'
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This apparent complexity in conceptualization may account for the lack
of carefully focused studies, even though reasoning and generalizing are
dependent upon the ability to form adequate concepts.
Research.

Although the literature indicates that conceptual de-

velopment is related to academic achievement, there appears to be little
extant research on higher thought processes in children. 51 Very little
work has been directly related to ctssessment of concept formation in children.

This lack of research may be due to (1) the recognition that adults

do not form new concepts in the same way as children,52 (2) the comparatively recent availability of translations of Piaget s vwrk concerned
1

~vith

concept formation in children, or (3) more probably, the lack of as-

sessment of concept formation in children has been due to the failure of
a test of this dimen:;ion of cognitive functioning to becoliJe a part of
psychological procedures in the schools.
However, the process of conceptualization is related to therepresentational level of the Illinois Test of Psycho'lingu·istic Ability. 53
Even though the ITPA is usually viewed as assessing linguistic functioning, the

repres.~ntationa1

level is the meaningful level which med·iates

activities requiring conceptual knmvledge of auditory ot' 'local symbols.

51Frost·ig~ QQ_. £it_.' ed. Myklebust, p. 254.
52v;
"'a
-k,
cPL._.' p. 100.
'
IIC C
,t:;' Qp_. __
53nachc:1 Bud~holder,

The Imptovem·2nt in Reading Ability Through
the Development of Specific Underly1ng or Associated Mental AbilitieS
(unpublished ::Joctoral D·issetta.tion, University of /l.rizona, 1968),
11

11

p. '11.
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The association subtests54 of the representational level require Jn
ability to manipulate symbols intetnally and to relate verbal and visual
analogies. 55 Since the ITPA has often been used to assess the functioning of children who are disabled readers and assesses conceptual understandings through the two association subtests, ITPA research findings
have been reviewed.
l.

Bra_~:~_Q_

Study.

Braun stud·i ed overachiev·i ng and underachieving

readers in comparison with a randomly selected group of third, fifth,
and seventh grade boys.

The relationship between reading ability and

concept formation was investigated.

Conceptual ability was assessed by

a test designed for the study which consisted of twenty concepts.
concept was represented by six cards containing four words.

Each

One of the

words had something in common with one of the words on each of the other
five cards.

The

subj~ct

was asked to view the cards and verbalize the

concept which appeared on all six cards.
The intelligence of each of the subjects was evaluated through the
use of four selected WISC Subtests, with the Subtest selection based upon
the four subtests described as the most reliable by the WISC Manual for
the respective age groups.

One of the conclusions of this study was the

comparative lack of relationship between intelligence and concept form--·-----·--·

---

54The association subtests of the representational level are
temc:d /\uditm~y-Vocal Association and Visual-Motor /.\ssociation in the
Experimental Ed'ition, 1961 and ,~uditory Association and Visual Association in the Revised Edition, 196B.
r.:r-

JJSamuel A. Kirk and James J. McCarthy~ 11 The Illinois Test of
Psycho-Linguistic Ab-ilities--/\n App!'O.:tch to Differential Diagnosis, 11

________ ,L\.me1'~-c a.JJ_Jou~e:!X~~-:-.Q:f~~l@-i'l:_'t_:'B::-P-@-f-i_c-i-£-£E-..t-,-8 0-(-N eve:~18 er,-:J-9e-H-,----13·-4 QJ.------ ------
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ation ability.

Braun concluded that concept formation ability was highly

related to reading and that conceptualization was either a separate inte 11 ectua 1 process or a component of i nte 11 i gence not weighted heavily by
existing intelligence tests.56
2. Bruininks, Lucker and Gropper Study.

In this study the ITPA was

used to assess the functioning of children of normal intelligence taught
to read traditionally and with the Initial Teaching Alphabet approach.
At the end of the first grade the sixty-one children taught to read by
traditional methods were tested with the ITPA.
level the Auditory--Vocal Association and

At the representational

Visual-~1otor

Association Sub-

tests reached the .05 level of statistical significance in differentiating good and poor readers.

An evaluation of eighty-one children taught by

the Initial Teaching Alphabet at the end of the first grade revealed that
only the Auditory--Vocal Association Subtest differentiated good and poor
readers at the .05 level of significance.
readers demonstrated deficits.

In the evaluations, the poor

The researchers suggest that one

~xpla-

nation for the dissimilar findings with the two teaching approaches was
the i ni ti a 1 disparity of the mean reading scores of the two groups taught
with the Initial Alphabet method.57
3.

Frostig_ _Studv.

Frostig evaluated the initial test scores of

seventy-eight children, ranging in age from 6 through 9 years, who had

56Jean S. i3raun,

Relation Betvveen Concept Formation 1\bility and
Reading Achievement at Three Developmental Levels,' 1 Child Development,
34 (Septeinbc:r, 1963), pp. 675-682.
·-·-11

57Robert H. Bruininks, William G. Lucker, and Robert L. Gropper,
"Psychol'ingu·istic J\bilHies of Good and Poor Eeading Disadvantaged First____Gra d_e_r.s_,~J"tlc-E1e~~_r:J-ta:r::Y.~--£Gh ee-l-~~)Ul"-nu-b-76--(-fl.pri-1-,-l<17G-)-,pp-.3/8-=-381J.-.---------------
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been referred to the Frostig Center for learning disabilities.
~
~

All of

the children had either a WJSC Verbal or Performance IQ of 78 or above.

~

The percentage of children evidencing difficulty on the ITPA \>Jas cal-

d~

culated on the basis of a performance .30 below the standard score of

1

the subtest.

Using this criterion, 46.2% of the children demonstrated

problems on the Auditory-Vocal Association Subtest and 59.0% on the
Visual-Motor Association Subtest.
The WISC was also administered to these children and deficiencies
were reported on the Information, Coding, and Arithmetic Subtests.

When

the subtests were ranked by percentiles, based on a scale score of 8 or
below, 52.6% were deficient on the Information Subtest, 48.7% on Coding,
and 46.2% on Arithmetic.

These findings, coupled with other testing in-

formation, caused Frostig to conclude that remedial approaches should be
varied to meet the needs of the child.

For developing higher thought

processes Frostig has suggested exercises in classification, serialization, and perception of relationships.58
4.

§raupa!~<i St~.

The thirty-five subjects in this investigation

were children receiving residential treatment because of their antisocial behavior.

They ranged in age fror.1 8-6 to 10-ll years.

Although

these children were essentially non-readers, the WISC Full Scale IQ mean
was within the normal range of intelligence.
normal en tests for neurologica.l damage.

All of the children were

In Gra.ubard 1 s opinion the sub-

jects 1 deve·lopmental levels were more comparable to 6 year olds than to
500

·

11arianne Fro·::.tig> ",~Treatment Progr&.m for Children with LearnEva i u.a t i oJJ_a_ncLEduca-Lion-of-Ch-i-lG!r-eA-~'1-i-t-h-Br-a-i-n--------------- -----

; ;;g Di ffi cu ·i ties, 1'
D.~:naqe.
eci. Morton
- - - - - --""'- -

pp. 22.3-242.

Bortnr:r (s-ori ::gf1eTl:--Cha-rl e-s--C- -.,.fh-on1as;- 1968),
I
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10 year old children.

The ITPA was the major assessment instrument.

At the represent-

ational level, the Visual-Motor Association Subtest showed a discrepency
compared to the normative population at the .05 level of significance.
Graubard concluded that reading should be viewed as a part of the total
communication process, rather than as an isolated skill, so that deficits
may be identified and remediated through special teaching.59
5. _Smith

~tudy.

This study was conducted using subjects of similar

age range and from the same school district as the present research.
Smith compared forty Educationally Hanclicapped children between the ages
of 7-3 a.nd 10-3 with the nor'mative population of the ITPA.

The mean IQ

of the tested population was 96.68 and their performance was a minimum of

two years be 10\'i grade 1eve 1.
on the

rnajol~i

ty

The subjects were found to have difficulty

of the ITPA subtests.

Low scores on the Auditory Asso-

ciation Subtest were significant at the .05 level.

Greater deficiencies

were demonstrated on the Visual Association Subtest, since significance
was at the .01 level of confidence.

Smith attributed these associational

problems to deficits in the use of analogous thinking, particularly thinking at the high level of abstraction required by the last portion of the
Visual-Association Subtest. 60
6,

K~~_s_ ~J~~·

Kass frequently quoted research v1as designed to

------------59Pau1 S. Graubard, nPsycholinguistic Correlates of Reading Disability in Disturbed ~elinquent Children,n The Jour-_naJ__Qf_~~~ial_j::duca
!i9_0_, ·i (Summe1, 1967), pp. 363-368.
C.(·

_

-

,; ',Joan ~·1. S~1ith, 11 Utilizat·ion of the Illinois Test of Psycho__
~Q_l.i ·i s i:_i_.:_£. 0_i_LU i-E>S-~v_:j-th-r=;~J uc,a-t ~ s na-1-1-y--Ho nd h: a~we-D -Crrna re rf;''--( unpub-.=----1ished Do'.::tota1 dissel~tat-ion~ Un·iversity of the PJ.cific, 1970).
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discover the psycho'Jogical correlates of reading disability.

Twenty-one

reading disabled children between the ages of 7-0 and 9-11 were the subjects.

Their S-B IQ's were above 85 and there were no known defects of

visual or auditory acuity.

The ITPA, supplemented by other tests, was

the major assessment instrument.
At the representational level of the ITPA the Auditory-Vocal Association Subtest scores were significantly depressed when compared to the
normative population.

Kass explained this deficit by suggesting that

this Subtest may belong at the integrational level, where the subjects'
other deficits were demonstrated.6l
Sumn!_~

A review of the literature concerning the possible relationship
of concept formation ability to reading success suggested that there was
a h·lgh degree of unanimity in the belief that conceptual understandings
are correlated with reading success.

Howeverl this relationship has not

been fully explored by the avail ab 1e research.
may reflect the following difficulties:

(1)

This research inadequacy

Conc2ptual ability as a com-

ponent of intelligence is not usually assessed.

(2) When conceptual-

i zati on ability is assessed, as with the Association a 1 Subtes ts of the
ITPA, low scores may not be interpreted as demonstrating a lack of conceptual development.

(3) The complexity of the development of concept

formation hindel'S assessment and meaningful interpretation of test re-·
sults.

Piaget's insights concerning the importance of the abstraction of

an unarnbi9U0t1s criterion for clJssification may be a valuable guideline
to future

i~vestigations

of concept formation.
----

--~

----------

61K ass, OR. c1't . , pp. 53~r~h39 .
·---

i
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i

III.

REMEDIATION OF COGNITIVE DEFICITS

Strang, 62 Bateman, 63 and Gardner 64 have all suggested that an
understanding of the underlying cognitive processes i1nportant to reading
success is necessary for improvement of remedial procedures.

However,

a review of the literature related to deficits of sequential or conceptual abilities indicates that little research has been undertaken concerning the remediation of these deficiencies.

Although, there is expert

opinion which suggests that exercises based upon seriation and classification may be beneficial to reading progress.
Theorv and Op·i ni
on
------

- ·___ -l______

-~u_sh ans!_ _(ii_l e~_63 have suggested remediation re 1a ted to ITPA sub-

fortunately, they provide no theoretical basis for their suggestions, nor
evidence of their effectiveness.

However, their recommendations related

to deficits on the Association Subtests are of interest.

For example,

second graders hav1ng auditory association problems are to be taught,
(1) likeness and difference, (2) problem solving, (3) categorizing and

classifying, anu (4) predicting story outcome.

For problems of visual

associ.:rtfon training in the ability to (1) classify, (2) sort objects,

f.<.?!~~)

62Ruth Strang) ''Reaction to Rese?..:··ch on Reading," Edllcatj_onill
(Jct:iuary. 1962), p. 188.

6 3g 0.~ +e:·'a
n ' Q_p_. ci_t_., p. 220.
..... dl

64 Gardner,
~s_,

92_· cit .. Cruikshank·' p. i39.

---65 ~TiTTI1a00-Bush
(Columbus:

and r·1aria,l c;nes . ~-·l~t- _to_ f_s]~llS'J.1J-!R~is!_i_<;__T~~L<::ll
Charles E. t·1err-i11, 1969).
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(3) sequence, and (4) retognize the incongruities in pictures, is recom-

mended .
.fro_~

has also developed train-ing procedures based upon removing

deficits identified by the ITPA.

She provides no indication of their suc-

cessful use \vhi ch is supported by research.

In her program, auditory-

vocal association training should include finding (1) opposites, (2) relationships between words, and (3) differences in a grouping of items.
Visual-motor association, she states, can be improved by sorting objects
and classifying them by use, while demonstrating understanding through the
verbalization of the category selected. 66
.!:_evi suggests that treatment of conceptualization deficir:ncy in
children with poor school performance should be based, in part, upon
Piaget 1 s theory.

For example, a ten year old chi1d \·iho cannot organize

what he apprehends or fit bits of reality into a p1an is reacting a.t the
level of a child of six or seven.

Therefore, the goal is to assist the

child in moving from pre-operational to operational thought.

Movement

toward operational thought can be facilitated by assistiny the child in
the attainment of the logic of classes and relations.

The child is first

trained in classifying materials according to a generic concept and then
is taught more complex analogies based upon matrix relationships. 67
Research
The literature reviewed above is clear in suggesting that remediation should be undertaken based upon the development of sequential and

66 Frost i g_,_.9fl:._e_L~~·-·--Bodne-t"-,--fJ p-.---~2--2~9-.------------------ ----- ------------------- -- 6 7Aurelia Levi,

Remedial Techniques in Dism·ders of Concept
Journal --of ·--~---S')C:Cial -"----------·-··"···
Education, 1 (Fail, l96G), pp. 3-8.
For1aation, 11 ·-----·--·11
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conceptual skills.

Research which confirms this opinion is limited and

of recent appearance in the literature.

Levi is one of the few investi-

gators who has provided a case study which describes the employment of
a theoretical discussion.
l. Levi Stuc:Lt.

Levi has reported a case study of an 11 year old

boy, Stevc:1, who v1as failing in his schoolwork.

Steven s IQ vias 88 with
1

a 37 poir.t discrepancy between his Verbal IQ of 106 and his Performance
IQ of 69.

Tests for perception and conceptualization showed marked im-

pairment in functioning.

These problems were accompanied by speech

defects, mixed laterality and alternate use of the hands.
Steven 1 s treatment was designed to determine if a less concrete,
more abstract and categorical mode of thinking could be taught.

The

goals were to teach him the idea of category as an underlying, organizing
principle and to train him to select the appropriate categoty upon which
to generalize.

To accompl·ish these goals category pictures were employed

and discrimination \vas encouraged through repetitive auditory stimulation.

After this method was successful in conveying the idea of categorization,
it was related to inducing Steven to shift from one category to another,
so that he learned to select the pr-oper category by first ana1yz·ing the
available choices.
A year after beginning treJtment StevEn was retested with a change
in the Full Scale IQ to 101, with a Verbal of 121 and a Performance IQ of
79.

The most dramatic improvement on the WISC was on the Similarities

Subtest, a test considered to
he was t'eported as doing

measutr~

aVi~tage

verbal concept formation.

In school

and above average work in all subjects.
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after previously having experienced six years of failure. 68
2. Burkholder Study.

In this research ten exper·imenta 1 subjects

between the ages of 7-0 and 9-ll with IQ 1 s above 80 were matched with a
control group.

All of the subjects were deficient at least one year in

scores on the Gray Oral Reading Test and were diagnosed as deficient in
underlying abilities necessary fOlA reading by the WISC or the ITPA. Practice exetci ses based upon results of the WISC and ITPA (and augmented by
deficiencies suggested by the literature) were taught to the experimental
subjects on a regular schedule in school for a three month period.
The practice exercises were developed on a percept-concept continuum and introduced tasks related to (l) perceptual skills, (2) visual
mernory and auditory memory, (3) visual and auditory c·Josure, (4) sound
blending, and (5) visual and auditory classification.

After the three

month training period the pupils were again evaluated in reading and
with the WISC and the ITPA.

Burkholder concluded:

It would appear that training methods for improving cognitive
ski1ls thought to underlie the reading act can be developed, and
that a rise in underlying skills can be accompanied by a rise in
reading ability s i gni f·i cantly beyond the chance l eve 1.
It would appear that effective training materials for the development of cognitive skills thought to underlie the reading
act can be developed for remedial purposes. It would seem
advisable to develop similar materials for oreventative
purposes.69
·
Unfortunately, Burkholder s remedial suggestions, which are rc1

lated to findings on the WISC and ITPA, have been supplemented by less

68Aurelia Levi, Tteatment of a Disorder of Perception and Concept
Formation in a Case of School Failute, ~ournal of_ ~_9ns_~t·ing_ Ps_yc~cD__~_,
29 (August, 1965), pp. 289-295.
11

11

7-.

------------69 Bur kho l de r,- QP_ .---~i t. ,-p~R
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clearly focused suggestions from the literature.

This addition has tend-

ed to obscure the value of the test instruments in defining remedial
practices.
3. Nelson Study.

Nelson conducted an investigation of the construct

validation of the Seriation Test (ST) which he, with Scott and Dunbar, had
designed to assess the development of seriation ability at the preschool,
kindergarten and first grade level of development.

Piaget's theory pro-

vided the theoretical background for the ST and the training materials

As a part of the construct vali-

which were developed in relation to it.

dati on of the ST a number of studies were conducted, two of which are re·lated to this research.
In one study seriation training VJas provided for ten kindergarten
children, while the control group received traditional readiness training.
l"he ST was given prior to, and following, the training which covered
twelve half-hour sessions.

A trend indicating gains in the seriation

trained group was evident, although statistically significant results
were not obtained.

Nelson concluded that the lack of significance was

due to the stability of the child's ability to order objects.
In another study three hundred sixty one culturally deprived kinder-

garten children were tested with the ST.
these youngsters 1vho cou.ld

be

After nearly two years all of

located were given

ment Test a11d t:1e Primary !,1ental !\bilities Test,

that the s·r would
tests.
ity of

pr~dict

~~1ith

the expectation

scores on both achievement and intelligence

The findings confirmed these expectations.
th\~

California Achieve-

the

The predictive abil-

ST in terms of academic achievement was very

hiqh,_l'l'i!J'l_~or-

__ _

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

telations tdr:S)ing

fl~om

0.52 on reading

uchit~vt?ment

to 0.61 on arithmetic.

Nelson concludeJ that the ST could be highly useful in predicting progress
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in early skill development.70

~

The high correlations between the ST and reading and mathematical

•I

~

achievement may be viewed as supporting Piaget•s belief in the importance·

1

~

of seriation to later symbolic activity.

l

support from this study to the re 1a ti onshi p between l 0'.: scores on the In-

In addition there appears to be

;

formation, Arithmetic, Coding and Digit Span Subtests and low reading
achievement.
Summary and Conclusions
In summarizing the related literature the researcher concluded:
1. There is overwhelming evidence to confirm the opinion that

educationally handicapped children, as identified and placed
in California, represent a selected population of children
of normal i nte 11 i gence v:ho perform bel ow expectations in
reading.
2. There is widespread opinion which suggests that educationally

handicapped children may suffer from a maturational lag of
the central nervous system which affects academic achievement.
3. Piaget•s theoY'y suggests that the development of the ability

to seriate and classify is a necessary antecedent of the
systematic thought necessary to reading success.
4. There has been considerable research which indicated a positive
relationship between certain subtests of the WISC and reading
disability.

There was also indication that these subtests

70,lel'a·ld ',~. Nelson, "Construct Va1ida.t·ion o_f_the_Leacni-ng-R@ad-i-Re~-s--
------3yst-cy.n-=SeriaTir:riTes t~·-( un~ub 1i shed Doctor a 1 di sserta ti on, Indiana
Univet·sii:y, '1968).
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(Information) Arithmetic) Coding) and Digit Span) are measures
of sequencing ability.
5. Opinion and research supports the view that concept formation
is an important facet of reading ability, although measures
of conceptual abilities are not widely undertaken.

Disabled

readers have shown deficits on the conceptually based portions
of the ITPA (the Association Subtests) and this test may be
a valuable assessment instrument.
6. Although the training of the underlying cognitive abilities

necessary for acquisition of reading skill has been recognized
as an important step in remediation, little research involving
children of normal inte'Jligence has been conducted.
7. Further exploration of the importance of the processes of
seriation and classification to reading deficits is needed.
Since many of the studies have compared disabled children to
the test's normative populatioP, rnore studies involving a
control group are needed.
After reviewing the related literature the researcher concluded
that:

(l) an exploratory study was needed to determine if a selected

assessment battery waul d revea 1 sequentially and conceptually related
deficiencies in children with reading disabilities when compared to regular class

children~

and (2) such a study would contribute to the larger

investigation co:1cerned v:ith the underlying cognitive correlates of reading disability which might fonn a basis for the development of remedial
techniques.
--------------rl'ltniscllapter tne research pertinent to such .:n investigation

has been

rc~viewed.

The procr.:dure, the natut'e of the test instruments
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and the procedure used in the present study will be explained in
Chapter III.

i

~

CHAPTER I I I

J
j

j

~

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
The theoretical basis of the study, the rationale for the selection of the major variables, and the relevant literature have been revieiAJed in Chapters I and II.

The study proposed in the two initial

chapters provided for the investigation of the cognitive and academic
deve 1opment of educationally handicapped students compared with regular
class students.

The class placement of the students and data provided

by the scores on the composite test constituted the major variables of

this study.

The major independent variable 1.vas class placement, cate-

gorized as educationally handicapped or regular class.

The scores on

twelve subtests of the composite test comprised the dependent variables.
The age of the student at the time of testing was the basis for dividing
the study population into t1t10 groups, designated as younger' boys and
older boys.

This divis-ion by age was regarded as a minor independent

variable which might be significant in studying the developmental aspects
of the s•.1ggcsted relationships bebve2n class placement and test scores.
In Chapter III the study is develored in terms of (1) the pcpulation se1echon and data gatheting procedures, (2) the test instruments
Vlh·ic:h comp;~iscd thr:: composite test, and (3) the research desigr. and the

accompan.;;-i nj hypotheses.

I.

POPULATION SELECTION

v1hich is located in Sacramento Count,Y, north-east of Sacramento, Califor-
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ni a.

Appr-oval to conduct the study v1as gained from the Director of

Special Education, o.nd the plan for the study was then submitted to the
Director of Research for the San Juan District.

Final approval for the

study was granted by the Superintendent's Cabinet, with the stipulation
that permission forms for the testing (See Appendix B) were to be obtained from all parents of participating students.
The San Juan Unified School District enrolls approximately 53,000
students in grades K-12 and provides 45 classes for educationally handicapped students in this population.

Thirty-tvto of the EH programs are

located in the District's 65 elementary schools.

At the elementary level,

16 of the programs are special classes which are ungraded and designed to
meet the needs of primary students.

The EH subjects who participated in

this study were selected from these primary special classes.
Selection Criteria
Before the popu"lation pool of the study was identified and selected,
hov;ever ~ attention v1as given to controlling variables extraneous to the
purposes of the study.

These extraneous variables were minimized, nulli-

fi ed or isola ted in accordance with research procedures suggested by
Kef'linger.l

The rationale for the recognition of these variables was

provided by Piaget, who has indicated that the child's cognitive developme11t is strongly influenced by the nature of his opportunities for inter-

action with his environment.L" The major variables recognized as important
in terms of their influence upon

envirc:~rnental

interJction, but extraneous

lFred N. Kerlinoer, roundations of Beha.vioral Research (Nevi York:
Holt, Ri nr:hal"t and 1·11 ton ,-196-r~r~--ri-!)-:- 234-2_8_6_·-----=-==~==---------------

ns

2Inhelder and Piaget, op. cit., p. 5.
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to the purpose of the study, were; age, sex, intelligence, family relationships, and socio-economic level.

These variables were controlled in the

fo 11 o~tli ng ways:
1. Age.

Since Piaget has indicated that the concrete operational

stage may first appear at 7 or 8 years of age, the subjects
were selected to range in age from 7 to 10 years.

The three

year age span was provided in order to explore the possible
differences in performance on the composite test of younger
and older boys. 3
2. Sex.

The study was limited to boys because of the generally
recognized differences in maturation of boys and girls 4 and

because girls could not be obtained in sufficient numbers from
educationally handicapped classes to be included in

th~

design

of the study. 5
3. Intelli.9_5?nc_e_.

Subjects

~>lith

intellectua1 functioning consider-

ably above or below the normal range of intelligence were exeluded from the study.

Gifted subjects were excluded because

little is known about the way highly intelligent children
compensate for learning disabilities and low children were exeluded because they are not expected to master reading skills
at the same rate as children of normal intelligence. 6 IQ
3celia B. Stend1er-Lavatelli, l!J\spects of Piaget s Theory that
Have Implications for reacher Education,~~ Jourr.al of Teacher Education,
- - · - - -------------lb- ('"'')'·er,o' o•~ ·1966) Dt • 3')3
.J
•
1

\...;c-;1

J...,

11, Jf-.. 1

'

'

4Fl'anc~s Bennen, liSex Rat·ios in Learning and Behavior Disorders, 11
~~~e_t~can }_?_~~~~-1_ ~L Qc:tJ!£P-.:~-~-~j-~!Ct• 33 (January, 1963). pp. 92-98.
----------sLcuise Doyle, Director of EH Programs for the San Juan District,

est'in:ated that primary EH c1asses reflect a ratio of 10 boys to 1 girl.
6DeHirsch, Jansky and Langford~ QE· ~J..t_., p. 9.
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scores from individually administered intelligence tests
were available for the EH subjects, and teacher judgment
and school records were used as the basis for judging intellectual functioning of regular class subjects.
4. Family relationships.

In order to provide at least gross sim-

ilarity in home background, selected subjects were those 'Jiving
with two parents, one of whom was the child's natural parent.
On the basis of this criterion, subjects in one-parent homes,
adopted, and foster children were excluded from the study.
Although variables related to the influence of these factors
are often unexplained, 7 their probable significance to variations in the child's environmental interactions seems logical.
5. Socio-economic level.

The relatively high socio-economic level

of the families living in the San Juan District, and the comparative homogeneity of the District's population, was reflected
in the Census Tract Data which indicated few obvious gross population differences.B

However, because of the i~portance of

socfo .. econor:lic level to seriation ability as t'eported by Nelson,9
further control of this variable 1<1as gained by excluding subjects
whose fathers v1ere unemployed.

Additional control of the socio-

7~an~y B. Silver, "Frequency of Adoption in Chr!dren v1ith the
Disabil-ity Syndrome, 11 ycurn~~l_ of L~arnj_02_ Disa_biljtie~"' 3

N~uro1ogic:a1

(June, 1970),

p. 310.

8u. S. Bureau of the Census. U. S. Census of Population and
5 HE-(TT-T2~TTt-7as-11Tngton:
Hous
Fi na l-Rej)orfl
___ i nq: 1960, Census
_____ __ Tracts.
__ __ ___
\
U. S. Goverr:rncnt Printing Office, 1962,.

,

,.--,-~-

---·'''

9~1a 1

,

._,

~ • '·

,

,

-----------------'--1'ib-I--£Gt'l-,-~_.-~1-(.'-;-)
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economic variable through matching of subjects by father's
occupation was not possible inasmuch as the District's population included large numbers of military personne1. 10
The controlled variables described above were used as criteria for
the selection of a population pool from the educationally handicapped
student records available in the special Education Department of the San
Juan District.

All students who met the selection criteria were then in-

eluded in a population pool.

One of the 16 schools having primary classes

was excluded, because the 4 children meeting the other control criteria
were foster children living in one home.
Selection Procedures.
The principals and EH teachers in the remaining 15 schools were
then contacted and assurance of cooperation with the study was obtained.
Po1rent pennission forms \'Jere then distributed to all EH subjects in the
population pool.

Seventy-four forms were returned and from these,

through the use of a table of random numbers, 11 the researcher selected
32 educationally handicapped subjects for inclusion in the study.

One

of the 15 schools was entirely omitted from the study by the randomizing
process.
After the selection of the EH subjects, records in the 14 schools
enro 11 i ng the EH boys were searched for regular class boys who met the
controlled var·iable criteri::J. and were 1vithin thirty days in age of the
se 1ected EH subject.

Parent permission forms were then distributed to

10/\ ·1 bert J . Rei s_s_,'---O_ccuJla-tions_ar:J d----SG G-ia-1-~-tatl:ls-tG-1-en eo e-:-"fhe--------------cf Glencoe, Inc-:-;:-ls61),p.-275-.-- -----

------rr-ee~Pc-r-ess

11 Ri char·d r. Hunyon and /\udrey Haber, tj1y~~19_1_nen_t~.Ls_ of _B_fj1_ny_i or~.l
Statistics (Reeding: Addison-viesley Publishing Co., 1967), p. 276.
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tl

'!

all

regula!~

class boys qualifying for possible inclusion in the study.

From the returned permission forms, the regular class boy whose birthday
was nearest the birthday of the EH subject was selected for the study.
This final selection process resulted in two groups, designated by class
placement, with 32 subjects in each group.

Within these two groups the

subjects were matched by age and met the criteria determined by the identified controlled variables.
Testi~

Procedures

~_nd

Descriptive Data.

Each of the 64 subjects in the 14 schools was individually tested
by

the researcher using the composite test.

This test was administered

during the morning session of school in November and December, 1970. The
administration of the composite test was conducted in accorda nee with
standard psychometric procedures.

A separate room in the school which

the subject attended was the testing l oca ti on.
The study population ranged in age ftom 7-3 to 9-10 years, with a
median age of approximately 8-5.

The distribution of the number of subTABLE I

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS WITHIN EACH MONTH
EH SUBJECTS
Age

7-3

7-5

No.

7-6

7-8

7-9

1

7-10

7-11

8-0

8-l

8-3

8-4

1

1

2

1

4

2

YOUNGER BOYS
Age 8-5
---~~~No.

2

8-6
2

8-7

8-9
1

8-10

9-l
2

OLDER BOYS

9-2

9-3

9-7

9-8

1

1

9-9

9-10
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jects for each month of the age range is shown in Table I.

Since all

the regular class subjects were within 30 days in age of their EH coun-

i

1
1
~

terpart, no separate tabulation of ages of regular class boys has been

]

provided.

~

~

"I

The available records for the EH subjects indicated that the mean
IQ for the subjects tested(after the exclusion of IQ extremes) was 103.2.
Although individual or group IQ scores were not available for the regular
class students in this study, Large-Thorndike group testing of all the
sixth grade regular class students in the San Juan District in November,
1970 revealed a mean IQ of 103.12

Based upon this testing of slightly

older regular class students, there appeared to be a high

prob~bility

that the EH and regular class boys included in this study had similar IQ
means

~nd

that

~hey

represented essentially the same population in terms

of i nte 11 i gence.
Further evaluation of the d2scriptive data, obtained at the tim«:!
of testil1g, indicated that the EH and regular class boys were not signiificantly different populations, with the exception of

differ~nces

to the greater number of EH boys who had rep0a ted a grade.

related

Tvlenty-three

of the 32 EH boys had been retained, while only 3 of the regular class
boys \-'Jere repeaters.

This difference, v1hich is significo.nt beyond the

.001 level of Chi square evaluJtion, was expected, and attributed to the
severe academic difficulties experienced by subjects subsequently iden-

tified as

~ducation~lly

handicapp2d.

A Chi square analysis of the data related to hand preference, birth

____________ 12s-toa+ement-by-Phi-l-l-;-p-oa-kes;-Rcsearch- o-iro2Ctor, s·an -JtJ-a-:-YJ-Uni fi~J
Schoo 1 District.
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order, and relationship of the boy to the father (previously controlled
as a natural son or stepson) revealed no significant differences at the
.01 level of confidence.

Hand preference was observed during testing.

Two of the 32 EH boys were observed to be left-handed as were 3 of the
32 regular class subjects.

The total of 5 left-handed subjects is sta-

tistically not significant, and is within the 5 to 10 per cent normal
range of hand preference in the adult population. 13
Birth order \vas analyzed by grouping the boys as first-born, middle
(all boys not first or last-born) and last-born.

When grouped in this way,

no s ·i gni fi cant differences were found betlveen the birth order of the EH
and regular class boys.

All of the boys in the study were from homes

having at least one other sibling.
A final comparison of the populations was in terms of the relationship of the father to the boy.

Since this factor was a previously control-

led variable, the comparison was made between the number of natural sons
and step-sons.

Four of the 32 EH boys were step-sons, while 1 of the 32

regular class boys was a step-son.

This difference was not significant

when a Chi square comparison was carried out.
Summ ry.
In this discussion of tha selection of the study population, (1)
the controlled

variables~

procedures were described.

(2) the method of selection, and (3) testing
In addition, the descriptive data obtained at

the time of testing was presented.

A Chi square analysis of this descrip-

13Aaron Smith. "Neu-ropsychologic Aspects of Learn·ing Disorders,"
Leatning Disorders, Vol. 3·, eel ..Jerome Hellmuth (Seattle: Special Child
f'5ubT;C::3fions,-T9.s8-), P. n.
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tive data indicated that the EH and regular class subjects represented
essentially the same population, since the only significant differences
obtained were related to in-grade retention.

This retention appeared to

clearly reflect the academic difficulties related to class placement of
EH children, and woulds therefore, be expected in a comparison of EH and
regular class boys.

II.

TEST INSTRUMENTS

The test instruments, selected and developed for this study, were
chosen to meet three criteria:

(1)

their capacity to identify character-

istics of educationally handicapped and regular class subjects who fell
within the limitations set by the experimental design, (2) their competency in measuring underlying cognitive abilities re 1a ted to reading
disability, and (3) theil" capacity to measure the academic ability of
reading skill in a highly diverse population.

The composite test, de-

signed to meet the requirements of these three criteria, was constructed
specifical'ly to assess

(1)

cognitive functioning related to the develop-

ment of sequencing ability and concept fonnation, and (2) academic achievment related to reading skill in word identification and oral paragraph
reading.
All of the selected subtests used in this study were measures

which have been identified

by

the National Task Force concerned with

learning disabilities as being the most widely used assessment instruments.14 When these tests have been used to compare the functioning

2.R..·

4
Minimal 8raln Dysfunction in Children, Phase Two,
s:.i!:1 ' clcmcnts,
pp. 18-20
-·-·- -. -··--. -· ·--- ------·---· --- --------·--~·---
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of educationally handicapped and regular class children they have provided information which may serve as a base line for altering curriculum.
Studies which have compared the achievement of learning disabled pupils
with the normative data for the test have been less valuable to currieulum adaptation.

This is largely because the standardizing population
frequently excludes learning disabled children. 15
~el~cted

Subtests_Assessing Academic

Fu~ctioning

The assessment of oral reading skills was included in the study to
provide an indication of the level at which the child could read.

The

validity of the appraisal of oral reading skills for assessing the chi1d 1 s
reading level is supported by Natchez and Roswell. 16 Schiffman has indicated that both the ability to recognize words presented in isolation
and in context are important aspects of oral reading which should be appraised.17 The standardizerl tests selected for use in this study contained a number of words or paragraphs of gradually increasing difficulty
suitable to the assessment of children whose reading skills were expected
to demonstrate wide variation.
Gil mote Ora 1 r:c_adj_~ Te~ (Form f-\). 18 This test is comprised of
10 paragraphs, gr·aded ·in difficulty from grades l through 8.

The para-

graphs are graded in vocabulary, sentence structure, and interest.

Fol-

lm1ing the timed oral reading of each paragr·aph, during which the examiner

Qan~-'~~

15r.1orton Bor'tner s Ev_(!JJ:@l:f.g_n_ ~~~- f:_q~~ti..QD_ of_ Chi_ljre_11_ with_ .f:!_E_in
(Springfie1d: Charles C. Thot~JaS; 1968), p. 79.
16n ore nee RosvJe 11 and Gladys Natchez, B~ad_i_~g_ _Q_is__abiJJ_!y_:
York: Basic Books, 1964)s p. 29.

an_cl:~reatt~:en~_ (Ne•.v

17 schiffrnan,
l PG
·,
· 11 1 more ,

()Q·

<2-.U~., r~oney and Schiffman, p. 252.

·
2.P~ ~n.

g; agnosi s
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notes errors, comprehension questions are answered.

On the basis of errors

made and the time required for reading, the test can be interpreted in
terms of accuracy of oral reading, comprehension, and rate. 19 The manual
provides conversion tables for determination of grade equivalency.
The Gilmore Oral Reading Test was selected as a measurement device
because of Hs carefully graded construction and the wide ability span
for which it is suitable.

The use of a picture stimulus which relates to

a continuous story about episodes in a family provides an approximation
of classroom reading situation.

In addition, when compared with other

oral reading tests, the Gilmore can be administered and scored in a more
objective fashion.2°

Th~ !iide Range Achievement Test (Revised Edition). 21

The t~RAT has

been recognized as the most frequently used individual test of academic
ability. 2?. The Level I Subtest of reading assesses vJOrd recognition and
pronunciat~on

through a 75 vwrd list of increasing difficulty, supple-

mented, at the pre-reading level, with 25 items of letter recognition.
This subtest was designed for use with children between the ages of 5
and 12 years of age.

The test was selected as a valuable addition to the

Gilmore because of its emphasis upon VJOrd recognition and its ability to
evaluate students reading below first grade level.

19In this study the accuracy, comprehension and rate scores are
termed subtests when inclucL;d in the composite test.
?Q,.

.

~-J'IaynarJ

t.,1r~nta 1

-p·-· --;:,--; -r~s~.

C. r,E:yno
D
1d S, "Gi.lmcre Oral Reading Test, 11

i·1casrwernen ts

ed. 0. Buros (Highland Park:
Yelirbook,
..

··ri-,-ny·;·---,-·---,.,~.,-,_,--.-- --.~

rJ~~

,

~·

OJL.

21 Jas tak and Jas tak ~ QQ_.

22 n

t..._, '

Ql)_.

• 1c l_i_.

)

'"'lr 11ts
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p. 7•
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Cognitive functioning related to sequencing and concept formation
abilities was assessed by subtests selected from two frequently used
standardized tests, the WISC and the ITPA.

Those subtests selected to

form a part of the composite test are described below.
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. 23 The four subtests from the
WISC selected for use in this study were those which the literature suggested were most closely associated with reading disability.

In addition,

these subtests have been identified in the literature as closely related
to the ability to sequence, or to seriate.

The emphasis of the

cw~rent

study upon the assessment of sequencing ability through the use of the
Information, Arithmetic, Coding and Digit Span Subtests of the WISC has
purposefully ignored other possible individual subtest interpretations of
'

a more specific nature.
1. Information.

A description of the four subtests follows:
This subtest consists of 30 questions arranged

in ascending order of difficulty.

The type of question

included requires a response using facts regarded as generally available to children within our society.
2. Arithmetic.

This portion of the WISC includes 16 timed

problems which utilize the four basic arithmetic operations
of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.
of the items involve simple numerical

Most

skills and are orally

administered.
3. -~_gut~~g_.

This t2st cons·ists of two forms, simple (Coding A) for

children under 8 years, and advanced (Coding B) for older

23wechs 1er, 22.· cit.
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pupils.

This subtest requires the child to copy sy111bols

related to simple shapes or numerals within a time limit
of 120 seconds.
4. Digit Span.
parts.

The Digit Span test is administered in two

The first section requires the oral repetition

of digits ranged in a series, while the second part
assesses the ability of the subject to repeat backvvards,
digits ranged in a series.
The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (Revised Edition). 24 The
two subtests from the ITPA selected for this study were the Association
Subtests, since both subtests are based upon an understanding of
analogies and require reasoning and judgment originating in conceptual
comprehensions.

These Association Subtests require the manipulation of

concepts and linguistic symbols internally.

The correctness of internal

manipulation is assessed through vocal and motor expression by the subject and is reflected in the name of the subtest.
l.

~uditory

Association.

This subtest is an analogies test

utilizing a sentence completion technique, \vith items of
increasing difficulty.

All of the 42 items making up the

test are executed orally by the subject and the examiner.
2. Visual Association.

The association process required in

this subtest derives from a picture stimulus which has an
analogous relationship with one of four pictures.

The child

points to the answer among the set of four pictures.

24Kirk, ~lcCarthy, and Kirk .

.Qf_)_.

cit.

There
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are 42 items, the last 22 require a higher level of abstraction by the subject.

These more difficult associations

compel the child to abstract the relationship between two
stimulus pictures and to hold this relationship in mind while
evaluating a similar relationship between another picture and
four alternative choices.
Research Instruments
Two research subtests, based upon Piaget's descriptions of the development of seriation and classification abilities in children, were
developed by the researcher for this study. Although Piaget's accounts
of his methods 25 have provided the guidelines for the development of the
Research Subtests, the researcher adapted the developed subtests to the
requirements of administration and scoring for inclusion in the psychometric test battery.
The researcher devised multiplicative tests, since evidence of the
oper-ational behavior \vas determined by requiring problem solution v1hich
displayed coordination of fores·ight and hindsight.

Competency in matrix

organization indicated that two simultaneous criteria were kept in mind,
or that the first criterion for proble:r1 solution was remembered v1hile the
second was invoked.

Therefore~

both of the research subtests required

matrix-based solutions.
The seriation subtest was developed by the researcher so that it
could be crdered according to two size dimensior,s, the height and width
of

cyl i ndr·i ca 1 objects.

fl. description of the construction and admi n-

25 Jnhelder and Piaget) 2~· cit.
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istration of the subtest follows:
l. Seriation Subtest.

This subtest makes use of a series of

painted, green, wooden cylinders, varying both in height
and diameter by l/4 inch increments in five steps.

The test

materials consisted of these 25 cylinders ranging from the
smallest, 3/4 by 3/4 inch, to the largest,

1~3/4

by l-3/4

inches.
The testor placed the 25 objects on end, randomly, in front
11

of the subject and stated:
Put them in order. 11

Arrange these objects as you wish.

After the subject had arranged the pieces,

they wer·e scored and the examiner conducted a demonstration
which provided clues to matrix organization.

For the demon-

stration the examiner arranged the cylinders along both dimensions of the matrix table, leaving the remainder to be
filled in by the subject.

Since this action resulted in the

seriation of one axis by height and the other by width, the
demonstration provided clues to both size variations.
subject was then instl''Ucted:
in order here. 11

11

The

Put the rest of the objects

(The incomplete portion of the matrix \'las

indicated by the ex3miner.)
If, d11ri ng either attempt, the subject succeeded in correctly
CO!iipleUnq the matrix an·a,lgement, the previous·ly described

dr.nwnstraticn idignrnent

\~·as r'e~urned

to.

This

WtiS

temoving the 16 pieces \vhich completed the matt'ix.
iJas then asked to replace one

CJf

to the tv1o simultaneous criteria.
<::xar,rin~r Vi'ith a :::heck on th(;

done by
ThP.

subjc~ct

the r,ieces correctly according
This procedure provided the

subject's <'lctual

under:~tand~ng

of
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coordinatio~

process, since matrix construction through trial

and error was no longer possible.
The examiner scored the test by assigning points for achievement which corresponded to Piaget's descriptions of the three
stages in the development of seriation ability.
We shall distinguish three stages, corresponding to the
usual three levels. During stage I, there are no seriations
in the strict sense. The child's constructions are intermediate between classification and seriation, and are usually
based on graphic collections (alignments, etc.). During
stage II, there is seriation, but only according to one of
the criteria, or else the child switches from one criterion
to the other, without achieving a multiplicative synthesis of
the two. Finally, during stage III (starting at 7-8 years),
the child reaches a multiplicative arrangement based on the
twofold seriation of the set of elements.26
The total score on the test was the sum of the points awarded
for evidence of completion of the stages described above and
the check procedure.

A copy of the score sheet used at the

time of testing appears in Appendix C.
The classification subtest, which was administered immediately
following the Seriation Subtest, was constructed and administered
as described below:
2. Classification Subtest.

Piaget's studies of classification

based upon animal pictures indicated that the abi1ity to classify animals systematicc.ily lags behind the development of the
ability to classify flov1ers or geometric shapes.

Subjects \'Jho

demonstrate the operational abilities with other objects may
only be able to classify animals in a primitive manner.

Piaget

explained this lag by suggesting that the child was compelled

26Inhelcli~r and Piaget, 2J~· ~j-~., p. 270.
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to rely on more upon purely linguistic concepts than upon prior
experience when abstracting the criteria of classification. 27
Therefore, the researcher selected animal pictures as the
basis of the classification test which was developed with the
expectation that the resulting test would be more difficult
than the seriation test.

This was done to circumvent the usual-

ly close developmental parallels Piaget has reported for seriation and classification.

By decreasing this parallelism the

researcher hoped to increase the likelihood of developing a
subtest which would determine the presence of operational ability in children ranging ·in age from 7 to 10 years.

Si nee the

construction of the seriation and classification subtests was
research oriented, this approach seemed to provide the greatest
likelihood of maximizing the opportunity for gaining information
which might be useful to this study and to future studies.
The investigator constructed this subtest by providing a
series of 8 small colored pictures of animals mounted on 4 x 4
inch cards.

Four of the pictures were of young animals, and

4 of adult an·imals.

Each of the young and adult classes \ve}·e

further subdivided into 2 vJild and 2 tame animals.

The animals

depicted were an adult elephant, tiger, cow and horse, and a
young elephant, bear cub, calf and lamb.

To facilitate the

matrix organization of these pictures, a 14 x 17 inch cardboard

5

subdivided by intersecting black lines into four rec-

tangles,

2'rb-.l.£_
· 1• ' p.
I

__

Vla.s

no.

provided.

An additional animal, an adult rein-
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deer, was included in the testing materials to provide for a
check on the subject's understanding of matrix organization.
In administering the test the examiner placed the large cardboard and the 8 animal pictures in front of the subject, who
was then instructed:
they go together.

"These animals can be arranged so that

Put the ones together that go well together. 11

(The large subdivided cardboard was indicated by the examiner.)
After the subject had completed the arrangement of the animals,
he was asked to explain the criteria used for placement.

This

explanation was a demonstration of the subject's ability to
abstract the relationships between the classified animals. 28
If the subject indicated that he recognized both the wild-tame
and young-old concepts, but had not formed a matrix, he was
asked:

"Co.n you do something that vdll rnake it easy to look at

evetything at once?"

A further check on the child's ability

to understand the basis of classification was provided by asking children who were able to demonstrate matrix placement, to

add the adult reindeer to the matrix correctly.
The investigator scored the test by awarding points for each
paired placement wh·ich was correct.

Additional points

~'/ere

added for the subject's o.bil i ty to ver'ba 1i ze p1acernent correctly,
and for the

accur~te

placement of the check animal.

For example,

if the adult elephant was placed with the baby elephant, two

28rnhe1Jer and Piaget, _Ibi•_i. > p. xv. To Piaget the ability to abstract the criteria of classification is especially relevant to the development of reasoning. Th·is en1pltasis dist~nguishes P·iaget's i'iork on
classific-7-tion f;'om that of ot:1el' psychologists.
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points were avvarded.

The ability to verbalize the relationship

depicted as young-old added two additional points.

Therefore,

the total score achieved by the subject approximated progression
through the stages which Piaget has suggested occur in the development of the ability to classify multiplicatively.

However,

Piaget indicated that the child progresses from the graphic collection of stage I to the ability to immediately cross classify,
which characterizes stage III, by a series of gradual transitions rhlke a more closely stage-related score impractical.

A

copy of the score sheet appears in Appendix C.

III.

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

The design basic to the statistical comparison used in the current
investigation was an analysis of variance of a 2 x 2 factorial design.
Class placement and age were the independent variables.

This design, based

upon a randomized selection of subjects with a control group of matched
subjects, was a variant of a design regarded by Kerlinger as among the
best available designs for use in educational research. 29
The 'tv1o independent variables were selected because placement in
an educationally handicapped program was regarded as indicative of poor
reading ability and the 'tge of the subject was recognized as a factor
strongly influencing the outcome of scores on standardized tests.
placement and age v1ere identified
dependGnt variable or test

sco~es.

Class

the major f&ctors influencing the

<lS

Kerlinger states that high correlation

29Kerlinger, --op. ---cit., p. 303.
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educationally handicapped boys on the Gilmore Rate Subtest.
4. Regular class boys will score significantly higher than

educationally handicapped boys on the WRAT Reading Subtest.
5. Regular class boys will score significantly higher than

educationally handicapped boys on the WISC Information Subtest.
6. Regular class boys will score significantly higher than

educationally handicapped boys on the WISC Arithmetic Subtest.
7. Regular class boys will score significantly higher than

educationally handicapped boys on the WISC Coding Subtest.

8. Regular class boys will score significantly higher than

educationally handicapped boys on the WISC Digit Span Subtest.
9. Regular class boys will score significantly higher than
education a1·1y handicapped boys on the ITPA AudHory Associ at ion
Sub test.
10. Regular class boys will score significantly higher than

educationally handicapped boys on the ITPA Visual Association
Sub test.
11. Regular class boys will score significantly higher than
educa t·i on a11y handicapped boys o~ the Seriation Subtest.
12. Regular class boys will score significantly higher than

educationally handicapped boys on the Classification Subtest.

~li!~()J~

.t.!tf2otheses.

Twelve hypotheses were developed to consider' the

minor independent variable of age.

The 32 youngest subjects were termed

younger- boys, and the 32 older subjects were termed older boys for the
consideration of this variable.
1a. 01 der boys ~,,; 11 score significantly higher than younger boys
on the Gilmore Accuracy Subtest.
2a. 01 der boys vJi 11 score s i gnifi car.tly higher than younger boys
on the Gilmore Comprehension Subtest.
3J. 01 der boys v1ill score significantly higher than younger boys
on the G·i lmoi'e Rate Subtes t.
score~

s·ignificantly higher than younger boys
on the WRAT ReJding Subtest.

4a. Older boys \'Jill_
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5a. Older boys will score significantly higher than younger boys
on the WISC Information Subtest.
6a. Older boys will score significantly higher than younger boys
on the WISC Arithmetic Subtest.
7a. 01 der boys will score significantly higher than younger boys
on the WISC Coding Subtest.
Sa. Older boys will score significantly higher than younger boys
on the WISC Digit Span Subtest.
9a. Older boys will score significantly higher than younger boys
on the ITPA Auditory Association Subtest.
lOa. Older boys will score significantly higher than younger boys
on the ITPA Visual Association Subtest.
lla. Older boys will score significantly higher than younger boys
on the Seriation Subtest.
l2a. 01 der boys will score significantly higher than younger boys
on the Classification Subtest.
Interaction Hypotheses.

Twelve hypotheses were constructed to ex-

plore the relationship between age and class placement:
lb. There will be significant interaction between age and class
placement on the Gilmore Accuracy Subtest.
2b. There will be significant interaction between age and class
placement on the Gilmore Comprehension Subtest.
3b. There will be significant interaction between age and class

placement on the Gilmore Rate Subtest.
4b. There will be significant interaction between age and class

placement on the WRAT Reading Subtest.
5b. There will be significant interaction between age and class
placement on the WISC Information Subtest.
6b.

There will be significant interaction between age and class
placrment on the WISC Arithmetic Subt~st.

7b. There vvi 11 be significant interaction betvJeen age and class
placement on the WISC Coding Subtest.
Bb. There will be significant interaction between age and class
placement on the WISC Digit Span Subtest.
9b. There will be significant interaction between age and class
placement on the ITPA Auditory Association Subtest.
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lOb. There will be significant interaction between age and class
placement on the ITPA Visual Association Subtest.
l1b. There will be significant interaction between age and class
placement on the Seriation Subtest.
12b. There will be significant interaction between age and class
placement on the Classification Subtest.
Summary_
In this chapter of the study, the writer has developed three
sections:
I. the selection of the population, including
(1) the controlled vari ab 1es,

(2) the collection of the data,
(3)

data descriptive of the population,

II. the test instruments which were selected and deve 1oped for the
study,
III. the research design used for the statistical analysis of the
data collected and related interpretations.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS
As proposed in the initial chapter, the primary purpose of this
study was to develop and apply a composite test to compare the academic
achievement and cognitive functioning of educationally handicapped and
regular class boys.
(1)

Answers were sought for the following questions:

Do educationally handicapped boys differ from regular class boys

in academic performance or cognitive functioning on the composite test?
(2)

Does the academic performance or cognitive functioning of younger

boys differ from that of older boys on the composite test?

(3)

Does

the interaction bet\'leen age and class placement significantly effect the
boys 1 academic performance or cognitive functioning on the composite
test?
In this chapter the results for each of the subtests of the composite instrument, as described in Chapter III, are presented.

Considera-

tion is given to each of the thirty-six hypotheses, grouped in triads, as
they

V!ete

investigated by the tv.Jelve analyses of variance statistical

treatments.

Ra~

scores obtained from the testing provide the numerical

In each instance (1) the null hypotheses are stated, (2) a table

data.

of mean scores is presented, (3) an analysis of variance table indicating
the deqree of sianificdnce is depicted, and (4) a discussion of the
-

v

acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis concludes the subtest
discussion.
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Comparisons Reflecting Academic

Fun~ti oni

n_g_

The comparison of the subtest scores related to academic functioning of educationally handicapped and regular class boys was primarily
concerned with oral reading skills.

These skills were assessed on the

Gilmore Oral Reading Test and through the use of the Level I Subtest of
the

l~id~_Ra~'\cbj_evement

Test.

Presentation of the findings on these

tests as they relate to the major, minor and interaction hypotheses
fo ll 0\'IS:
Gil~ore_Accur~~ybtest.

Table II presents the findings in

vvhich the Gilmot'e Accuracy Subtest was the dependent variable.

Three

null hypotheses were tested simultaneously in this design:
Hypothesis 1.

Regular class boys will not score significantly higher
than educationally handicapped boys on the Gilmore
Accuracy Subtest.

Hypothesis la. Older boys v1il1 not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the Gilmore Accuracy Subtest.
Hypothesis lb. Thet'e

~'!ill

be no significant interaction between age and

class placement on the Gilmore Accuracy Subtest.
From an analysis of the data the researcher found that only class
placement produced differences which allowed rejection of the null hypothesis.

These differences \'lere highly significant and v:ould be expected

to occur less than once in a thousand times on a chance basis.
effects of
signif~c~nt

age~ zn~d i

results.

The

nterac.ti on betv.Jeen p1a cement and age produced no
Therefore these two hypotheses were accepted.

0_lJ.!11.<?!.~--~_sJrnJJ..re_b?-nS i o_!)__St:_~ te_?_t_.

Tab 1e II I pn:sents the findings

resulting from the use of the Gilmore Compl'ehension Subtest as the dependent variable.

The null hypotheses were:
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TABLE II
GIU~ORE

ACCURACY SUBTEST

PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE
EH BOYS
Younger
Older
Totals

REGULAR BOYS

Tota 1s

9.125

29.438

19.283

10.313

26.625

18.469

9.719

28.033

18.875

PART B
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
-

Source

df

Class Placement

- -----·- - - - - - - -·-- - - - - · - - - --·--

s. s.

m.s.

F

Sig.

5365.56

5365.56

62.647

.001

Age

1

10.56

10.56

. 123

NS

Placement X l\ge

l

64.00

64.00

.747

NS

Hithin

60

5138.88

85.65

Total

63

10579.00

167.92
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TABLE III
GILMORE COMPREHENSION SUBTEST
PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE

EH BOYS

REGULAR BOYS

Totals

Younger

11 . 625

26.375

19.000

Older

14.563

24.563

19.563

------------------Totals

25.469

13.094

19. 281
--------------·---------

PART 3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source

s. s.

m.s.

F

Sig.

2450.25

2450.25

3?.683

.001

5.06

5.06

.0/8

NS

90.25

90.25

l. 388

NS

60

2901.38

65.02

63

6446.94

l 02.33

df

Class Placement
Age
Placement X Age
~~i

thin

Total

-----------------------~~-------~-------- ------~---

--···- --------------- -------~-----~---
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Hypothesis 2.

Regular class boys will not score significantly higher
than educationally handicapped boys on the Gilmore
Comprehension Subtest.

Hypothesis 2a. Older boys will not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the Gilmore Comprehension Subtest.
Hypothesis 2b. There vJill be no significant interaction between age and
class placement on the Gilmore Comprehension Subtest.
The analyzed data indicated that only class placement resulted in
differences which allowed the rejection of the null hypothesis.
differences were highly significant.

These

The minor and interaction hypothe-

ses were accepted.
Gilmore Rate Subtest.

The findings based upon the Gilmore Rate

Subtest are reported in Table IV.

The three null hypotheses reflected

in this analysis are:
Hypothesis 3.

Regular class boys will not score significantly higher
than educationally handicapped boys on the Gilmore Rate
Sub test.

Hypothesis 3a. Older boys will not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the Gilmore Rate Subtest.
Hypothesis 3b. There will be no significant interaction between age and
class placement on the Gilmore Rate Subtest.
Class placeinent was again the significant fact:Jr in differences
between educationally handicapped and regular class boys.
allowed rejection of the nu11 hypothesis.

This finding

The age and interaction

hypotheses were accepted.

l'!j__c!__e__ BQ!l9_q_ Ac_hj~vem~r.t }_?._?_t_~__l-i:.Y!D_]

Su_~t§~.

Table V ref] ects

the scores obtained with the WRAT, Level I Subtest, used as the dependent
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TABLE IV
GILMORE RATE SUBTEST
PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE
EH BOYS

REGULAR BOYS

Tota 1s

Younger

25.875

78.750

52.318

Older

41.250

80.625

60.938

38.563

79.688

56.625

Tota 1s

PART B
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
------

Source

df .

Class Placement

Age
Placem2nt X Age

s. s.

m.s.

Sig.

34040.24

34040.24

46.854

.001

1190.24

1190.24

1. 638

NS

729.02

729.02

1.003

NS

Within

60

43591.50

726.53

Total

63

79591.50

726.53

·---

F

--·--------·-----·~-----------

---------·-
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TABLE V
WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST
LEVEL I READING SUBTEST
PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE
EH BOYS

REGULAR BOYS

Totals

Younger

35. 188

53.500

44.344

Older

36.875

52.125

44.500

36.032

52.813

44.422

Totals

PART B
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source
Class Placement

m.s.

4505.76

4505.76

46.166

.39

.39

.004

NS

1

37.52

37.52

.384

NS

60

5855.94

97.60

53

10399.61

165.07

1

Age
Placement X Age
vJi

thin

Total
-------------

Sig.

s. s.

df

t:"
I

. 001

----

------------·----~-·------------r------...,--------~-
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variable.

The null hypotheses related to this Subtest are:

Hypothesis 4.

Regular class boys will not score significantly higher
than educationally handicapped boys on the WRAT Reading
Subtest.

Hypothesis 4a. Older boys will not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the WRAT Reading Subtest.
Hypothesis 4b. There vJill be no significant interaction between age and
class placement on the WRAT Reading Subtest.
The analyzed data provided the basis for the rejection of the
class placement hypothesis.
Summ~~y

The remaining two hypotheses VJere accepted.

of Academic Functioning
An analysis of the data related to the oral reading skills of

the subjects indicated that class placement was a highly significant
difference.

Each of the four subtests supported the view that the

educationally handicapped students• reading skills, as measured by the
Gilmore and the WRAT, are academic differences which set them apart
from the regular class subjects.

This finding supports the belief that

the educationally handicapped classroom contains a high proportion of
disabled readers.
~omparj_ son~_ Re_f] ec_t i ng__i.2.~i-~i.Y~Xun_£:_ti o_ni ]lg

The comparison of the educationally handicapped and regular class
boys related to cognitive

f~nctioning

was direct2d toward assessment of

sequencing and concept formation abilities.
!~~bs l_~J:__Inte UJ~S_?!:l~~_:?_~~-l~ __tq_r __C_bj__l__d_~~_!~, b•iO

Te.st__of

P~holj_t_~_uistic

Four subtests of the
subtes ts of the llli noi s

Abi1Lti_es_} and tv.1o subtests developed as re-

search instruments for this study were used in this comparison.
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A report of the results from the testing of the major, minor and interaction hypotheses follows:
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children: Information Subtest.
The findings from the use of the Information Subtest are included fn
Table VI.

The null hypotheses tested were:

Hypothesis 5.

Regular class boys will not score significantly higher
than educationally handicapped boys on the WISC Information Subtest.

Hypothesis Sa. Older boys will not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the WISC Information Subtest.
Hypothesis 5b. There will be no significant interaction between age and
class placement on the WISC Information Subtest.

On this subtest class placement produced significant difference
and resulted in the rejection of the null hypothesis.

These differences

could be expected to occur by chance only five times in a hundred.

An

analysis by age, and the interaction between age and class placement
resulted in no significant findings and the null hypotheses were accepted.
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children: Arithmetic Subtest.

The

results from the use of the Arithmetic Subtest as the dependent variable
are shown in Table VII.
Hypothesis 6.

The null hypotheses were:

Regular class boys will not score significantly higher
than educationally handicapped boys on the WISC Arithmetic
Sub test.

Hypothes~s

6a. Older boys will not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the WISC Arithmetic Subtest.

~ypothesis

6b. There will be no significant interaction between age and
class placement on the WISC Arithmetic Subtest.
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TJl.BLE VI
WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR CHILDREN
INFORMATION SUBTEST
PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE
EH BOYS
Younger
Older
Tota·l s

REGUL1\R BOYS

Totals

8.938

11.250

10.094

10.313

10.938

10.626

9.625

11.094

10.359

PART B
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

=====================·----

---------~

Source

df

F

Sig.

s. s.

m. s.

34.52

34.52

6.547

.05

4.52

4.52

.857

NS

11 . 39

11 . 39

2.161

NS

316. 31

5.27

--------~------

Class P'! acement
Age
Placement X Age

Within

60

Totdl

63
---- ---·- ·----------- ---------·--- -------- .. _____________ .

--------~-----·------ -----,__..,...~---------
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TABLE VII
WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR CHILDREN
ARITHMETIC SUBTEST
PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE
EH BOYS

REGULJi.R BOYS

Totals

Younger

5.313

6.938

6.126

Older

6.938

7.438

7.188

6.126

7.188

6.656

Totals

-----·-------~-

PART B
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source
Class Placement

s. s.

m.s.

18.06

18.06

7. 261

.01

18.06

18.06

7.261

.01

1

5.06

5.06

2.035

NS

60

59.26

2.65

63

190.44

3.02

df

1

Age
Placement X Age
t~i

thin

Total

F

--------------···---·-~·---------------------~----~·.......-------·-· ----~----~--------------------------

..............~...

Sig.
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An analysis of the results of the investigation led to the conclusion that on this variable both class placement and age produced significant differences.
occurring by chance.
jected.

These differences had only a one percent liklihood of
The first and second hypotheses were therefore re-

The interaction hypothesis was accepted.
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children: Coding Subtest.

VIII portrays the analysis of the results of the Coding Subtest.

Table
The

hypotheses tested by this variable were:
Hypothesis 7.

Regular class boys will not score significantly higher
than educationally handicapped boys on the WISC Coding
Subtest.

Hypothesis 7a. Older boys will not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the WISC Coding Subtest.
Hypothesis 7b. There will be no significant interaction between age and
class placement on the WISC Coding Subtest.
The researcher found from the analysis of the data that class
placement was a highly significant variable.
hypothesis was rejected.

Therefore, the first

The minor and interaction hypotheses were

accepted.
~!e~hs J~~~~t~_l_}_j

gence ScJ 1e

fo_!~_b_j_l_dren: _Digit

Span Subtes t.

The results from the use of the Di9it Span Subtest as the dependent
variable are depicted in Table IX.
Hypothesis 8.

Re9ular class boys

The tested hypotheses \vere:
~,fill

not score significantly higher

than educationa1ly handicapped boys on the WISC Digit
Span Subtest.
Hypothesis 8a. Older boys will not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the WISC Digit Span Subtest.
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TABLE VIII
WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR CHILDREN
CODING SUBTEST
PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE

EH BOYS
Younger
• 01 der
Totals
---------

REGULAR BOYS

Tota 1s

23.313

34.688

29.001

24.250

32.938

28.594

23.782

33.814

28.797

PART B
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
-----

Source

df

Class Placem2nt
Age

Placement X Age
~~i

thin

Tctal

60

63

s. s.

m.s.

F

Sig.

1610.02

1610.02

25.164

.001

2.64

2.64

.041

NS

28.89

28.89

.452

NS

3838.81

63.98
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TABLE IX
WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR CHILDREN
DIGIT SPAN SUBTEST
PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE
EH BOYS

REGULAR BOYS

Totals

Younger

6.813

8.250

7.532

Older

7.875

8.813

8.344

7.344

8.532

7.938

Totals

PART B
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source

df

s. s.

m.s.

F

Sig.

------

Class Placement

22.56

22.56

8.273

. Ol

Age

10.56

10.56

3.873

NS

1.00

1.00

.367

NS

163.63

2.73

Placement X Age
Within

60

Total

63

·--

--------------~---~--~-----

197.75
3. 14
...-------------------------------------
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Hypothesis 8b. There will be no significant interaction between age and
class placement on the WISC Digit Span Subtest.
An analysis of the data indicated that class placement was a
significant independent variable.

The major hypothesis was rejected,

since the differences reported could only be expected to happen by
chance once in a hundred times.
VJere

The minor and interaction hypotheses

accepted.
S~m~

of __the WISC Subtes t Results.

The four major hypotheses

were rejected on the basis of an analysis of the data for each WISC
Subtest.

The Information Subtest findings were rejected at the .05 level

of significance, the Arithmetic and Digit Span at the .01 level, and the
Coding Subtest at the .001 level.

The age of the subjects was signifi-

cant on the Arithmetic Subtest at the .01 level, but did not demonstrate
significant differences on the Information, Digit Span, or Coding
Subtes ts.
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Functioning:
tion Subtest.

Auditor~

Associa-

Data recorded in Table X illustrates the findings based

upon the ITP.ll, Auditory Association Subtest.

The null hypotheses

statistically analyzed were:
Hypothesis 9.

Regular class boys will not score significantly higher
than educationally handicapped boys on the ITPA Auditory
Association Subtest.

Hypothesis 9a. Older boys will not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the

ITP~

Auditory Association Subtest.

Hypothesis 9b. There will be no significant interaction between age and
class placement on the ITPA Auditory Association Subtest.
An analysis of the data indicated that the null hypothesis
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TABLE X
ILLINOIS TEST OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIC ABILITIES
AUDITORY ASSOCIATION SUBTEST
PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE
EH BOYS
Younger

26.688

REGULAR BOYS
30.500

Older

29.688
30.813
-----------Totals
28.188
30.657

Totals
28.594
30.251
29.422

PART B
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source

df

Class Placement
Age

1

Placement X Jl.ge

s. s.

m.s.

97.52

97.52

4.099

.05

43.89

43.89

l .845

NS

28.89

28.89

l. 214

NS

vJithi n

60

1427.31

23.79

Total

63

1597.61

25.36

F

Sig.

-·----------·---..----~-~-·---------·-----~~-~---------~._.......,.....~_~~-
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concerned with class placement could be rejected at the .05 level of
confidence.

The minor and iriteraction hypotheses were accepted.

These

findings agree with those of the Smith studyl which reported difference
at the .05 level of significance when comparing educationally handicapped
and the ITPA normative population through the use of a T ratio.

Since

the Smith study was done in the same school district, with children of
approximately the same age range, the probable validity of the reported
findings is enhanced.
Illinois Test of
Subtest.

P~ycholinguistic

Abilities: Visual Association

The comparison made through the use of the ITPA Visual Associa-

tion Subtest is shown in Table XI.
Hypothesis 10. Regular class boys

The null hypotheses tested were:
~tJill

not score significantly higher

than educationally handicapped boys on the ITPA Visual
Association Subtest.
Hypothesis lOa. Older boys will not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the ITPA Visual Association Subtest.
Hypothesis lOb. There wi 11 be ro s i gni fi cant interaction between age
and class placement on the ITPA Visual Association
Subtest.
From an analysis of the data it was found that class placement and
age were significant differences.

The major and minor hypotheses were

rejected, at the .01 level of confidence.
accepted.

The interaction nypothesis was

Again the findings v1ere highly related to the Smith study,

since her research reported significance at the .01 level using the T
ratio to compare EH students with the ITPA normative population. 2
----------·---·-1Smith,
Qf~-· cit., p. 70.

2s ml....·~11'
~
cit.
Qp_. --··----

'

p. T'I •
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TABLE XI
ILLINOIS TEST OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIC ABILITIES
VISUAL ASSOCIATION SUBTEST
PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE

EH BOYS

REGULAR BOYS

Totals

Younger

20.813

26.938

23.876

Older

26.875

28.438

27.657

23.844

27.688

25.766

Totals

PART 8
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source

s. s.

rn. s.

236.39

236.39

9.016

.001

223.77

228.77

8.726

.001

83.26

83.26

3.176

NS

60

1573.06

26.22

63

2121 .49

33.67

df

Class Placement
Age

l

Placement X Age

Total

F

--------------·----

51 g.
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~.lJ_!_l_l!!l~_!'Lof

the ITPA Sub test Results.

The major hypotheses, con-

cerned with differences related to class placement, was rejected by each
of the ITPA subtests.

The Visual Association Subtest revealed a higher

level of significant difference than the Auditory Association Subtest.
The reported differences were supported by the Smith study, which compared a closely analogous educationally handicapped population with the
ITPA normative population.

The similarity to the Smith study appears to

enhance the probability of the va 1i dity of the reported significance of
this research with the ITPA.
An additional finding for the Visual Association Subtest was that
age was a significant variable.

In this regard the findings resemble

the Arithmetic Subtest of the WISC, which also allowed rejection of the
null hypothesis concerned with age.

The Visual Association and Arithmetic

Subtests of the composite test demonstrated significance which was age
related.
Research Instrument: Seriation Subtest:

The findings related to

the use of the Seriation Subtest are given in Table XII.

The null

hypotheses were:
Hypothesis 11.

Regular class boys will not score significantly higher
than educationally handicapped boys on the Seriation
Sub test.

Hypothesis lla. Older' boys will not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the Seriation Subtest.
Hypothesis llb. There will be no significant interaction between age
and class placRment on the Seriation Subtest.
The analyzed data. revealed that the majcr hypothesis could be rejected at the .l'l 1eV(!l of confidence.

The minor and interaction
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TABLE XII
RESEARCH INSTRUMENT
SERIATION SUBTEST
PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE
EH BOYS

REGULAR BOYS

Totals

Younger

7.000

14.125

10.563

Older

7.438

12.250

9.844

7.219

13. 188

10.203

Totals

---~------

PART B
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
s. s.

m.s.

F

Sig.

570.02

570.02

15.541

.001

8.27

8.27

.225

NS

1

21.39

21.39

.583

NS

Within

60

2200.69

36.68

Total

63

2800.36

44.45

Source

df

Class Placement

Age
Placement X Age
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hypotheses were accepted.
Research Instrument: Classification Subtest.

Table XII illustrates

the statistical treatment of the data obtained from the use of the
Classification Subtest.
Hypothesis 12.

The null hypotheses tested were:

Regular class boys will not score significantly higher
than educationally handicapped boys on the Classification
Subtes t.

Hypothesis 12a. Older boys will not score significantly higher than
younger boys on the Classification Subtest.
An analysis of the data revealed that no significant differences
were found.

The major, minor, and interaction hypotheses were, there-

fore, accepted.
Summ~

of The

Re~earch

Subtest

Find~.

The analysis of the

data indicated that the Seriation Subtest was able to determine highly
significant differences between the educationally handicapped boys and
the regular class boys.

However, the Classification Subtest did not

demonstrate significant differences between educationally handicapped
and regular subjects.

Neither of the research subtests produced sig-

nificance which rejected the minor hypotheses.
-~umlll~Q'..

This chapter has presented the data obtained from the use of
twelve measures of academic achievement and cognitive funct"ioning used
to compare educationally handicapped and regular class boys.

An analysis

of variance design was used as the basis for computing the influence of
thtce hdependent variab1cs; (1) class placement, (2) age of the
and (3) the ·inter·action of age and class placement.

subject_~,
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TABLE XIII
RESEARCH INSTRUMENT
CLASSIFICATION SUBTEST
PART A
MEAN SCORES BY PLACEMENT AND AGE

Younger

EH BOYS

REGULAR BOYS

Totals

6.250

6.875

6.563

Older

6.813
6.000
-------------Totals
6.532
6.438

6.407
6.484

PART 13
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source

df

s. s.

m.s.

F

Sig.

Class Pl acem(~nt

.14

.14

.012

NS

Age

.39

.39

.033

NS

8.27

8. 27

.699

NS

60

709.19

11 . 82

63

717.98

11.40

Placement X Age
~·.Ji

thin

Total
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When academic functioning was investigated through the use of four
subtests assessing oral readihg achievement, highly significant differences related to placement were revealed.

This finding confirmed the

expectation that placement in an educationally handicapped class is
highly correlated with reading deficiency.

Specifically, in four areas,

(l) accuracy, (2) comprehension, (3) rate of reading words in paragraphs,
and (4) recognition of words not in context were all clearly deficient
in the educationally handicapped population.
An analysis of the data from the eight subtests used to assess
cognitive functioning revealed that significant differences between
educationally handicapped and regular class boys were related to class
placement for all of the subtests, except the Classification Subtest.
These findings strongly supported the expectation that subjects deficient
in reading skill would also demonstrate concomitant problems with
sequential and conceptual abilities.
The expected difference in the age variable was supported by only
two of the subtests, the vJISC Arithmetic Subtest and the ITPA Visual
Association Subtest.

These two subtests appear to have been the only

measures suff·i ci ently sensitive to age-re·l a ted factors to successftjlly
overcome a clustering in the middle year of the age range which
occurred in the distribution of the tested population.
The statistical analysis of the final minor independent variable,
interaction of age and class placement, revealed no significance on the
F test.

These data, however, were presented in the

accompa~ying

tables

for infonnationa·l purposes.
The final chapter of this Report i'lil'l (I) present the conclusions

based upon the statisLical findings, (2)

provid<~ :;qvgestions

for
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remediation of deficits in operational behavior related to seriation
and classification skills considered as important in the structure of
the science curriculum, and (3) make recommendations related to further
research.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study vvas conducted to compare the academic and cognitive
functioning of educationally handicapped boys with the functioning of
regular class boys on a composite test.

The composite test was con-

structed of subtests, selected and developed for the purpose of collecting data relating to reading skill and the sequential and conceptual
abilities of the tested subjects.

As described in Chapter III, an

ana·lysis of variance design It/as used to analyze the data for significant differences in the dependent variables as they were related to

(1) class placement$ (2) age of the subject, and (3) interaction between
age and class placement.

The results of this statistical analysis were

reported in Chapter IV for each of the subtests.
The rr;ajcr

independent variable, class placement, proved to be a

significant factor in eleven of the twelve subtests.

As a minor inde-

pendent variable, age was found to be a significant variable on two of
the subtests.

~o

significance was discovered which was due to the

int2raction of age and class placement.
Ir. Chapter V it \vas the

P'·l':'j)OS2

of the researcher to ( 1) formulate

conc1usions and implications related to the acceptance or rejection of
t.:ne nypo tneses

j

•

•

\v'OL(ld

•

ptesenteu
•

•
lll

rvh3.p
·
t-.er

-v
l '

(2) outline strategies which

J110\'i use of the elementary science curriculum as an adjunct to

coqnitive development which may underly reading skill, and (3) propose
reco!nme;.da.tions for further

r(~seatch.

A summary of the study concludes
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Chapter V.
I.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions were based upon the statistical findings
of the study.

Two main subheadings are used to consider these conclu-

sions: (1) Conclusions Related to Academic Functioning, and (2) Conclusions Related to Cognitive Functioning.
Conclusiol}s Related to Academic

Fun~tioning_

Four of the subtests were used to assess academic functioning.

The

Gilmore Oral Reading Jest supplied the data for three of the subtests and
The Wide
test.

R~~

1\chievement:_ Test furnished the data for the remaining sub-

Oral reading skills were evaluated by all of the subtests.
1.

Class placement of the subjects was a highly significant

variable in differentiating between EH and regular class boys.

As related

to academic functioning, oral reading skills were markedly lower in the
educationally handicapped subjects.

This finding was expected and indi-

cates that the San Juan Unified School District has been effective in
determining the placement of boys in educationally handicapped classes.
It may therefore be concluded that the EH boys in this study were a
population whose oral reading skills were significantly lower than their
counterparts in the regular classes.
2.
ject

~vas

When assessed by this statistical design, the age of the subnot found to be significantly related to the development of oral

reading skill.

However, the age distribution of the subjects, which

resulted from the random selection of the subjects (Table I, page 52),
placed the ma.jotity of the boys tested in the middle year of the three
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year age range.

This occurrence may have negatively influenced the

expected appearance of improvement in reading skill within the three year
age range of the study.

Or, the increase in reading skill expected to

result from the increased exposure to reading instruction of the older
subjects may have failed to appear because of the nature of their reading
deficit.

For, if this reading deficit resulted from the presence of a

highly stable underlying cognitive deficit, the usual instructional
methods in reading may be relatively ineffective for remediation.
Piaget 1 s theory provides the hypothesis that such an apparently stable
deficit may be present in individuals whose environmental interactions
have failed to enable the child to learn to order his world.
Conclusions Related to Cognitive Functioning
Eight of the twelve subtests were regarded as assessing cognitive
functioning.

The researcher 1 s belief that designated subtests could be

used to assess ordering and classification abilities was developed as the
result of an exploration of the literature.

When the literature concerned

with reading disability was related to Piaget

1

S

developmental theory,

sufficient support for preparing the composite test was found.

Four of

the WISC Subtests and the developed Seriation Subtest were used to assess
seriation ability.

Conceptual ability was tested through the use of the

two Association Subtests of the ITPA and the developed Classification
Subtes t.
The research in this investigation was designed to gather additional data to support the presently incomplete evidence linking reading
disability with the existence of underlying cognitive deficits.
tion of

th~

;.;xistence of such Ullderlying

d~ficits

Considera-

and of their possible
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importance to academic achievement has only recently been suggested in
the literature.

Therefore, conclusions n1ore d·irectly linking seriation

and classification to reading achievement await further investigation.
Such investigations, utilizing remedial techniques linking theory with
practice, may result from studies such as this one, and will be discussed
under Section III in this chapter.
The follovling conclusions have resulted from this study:
l.

The educationally handicapped subjects were significantly

deficient in cognitive functioning when compared to the regular class
subjects on the WISC Subtests.

This finding confirms the studies made

by Robeckl and N\~ville 2 and lends support to Bannatyne's3 beliefs.
Piaget's theory endorses Bannatyne's suggestion that three of the subtests assess sequencing ability.

The difficulties experienced by the EH

subjects on these Subtests may be viev1ed as support for the theory that
the development of operational sequential skill is part of the bridge
between early environmental interactions and symbolic achievement.
2. The WISC Arithmetic Subtest reflected significant differences
betlveen younger and older subjects.
were not found

on

Significant age-related d-ifferences

the three other WISC Subtests.

This finding may indi-

cate that growth in mathematical skill is sufficiently age-related to

.

overcome the tendency of the subjects in the study to be clustered
within the eight to nine year age span.
3.

As developed for this study the Seriation Subtest appeared to

be successful in assessing the seriation ability of the subjects.

l Cf.
3cf.c.

p. 26.
~y_2r~.

, p. '-?8.

2e,f.
~
s up r a_. , p. 27 .
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Significant differences were found between regular class and EH boys which
strongly indicated deficits in ordering ability in the EH population.

In

addition, the observations of the subject•s performance supported
Piaget•s theory of the stage-like development of this specific ability.
Boys able to demonstrate operational behavior (stage III) often
indicated that they visualized both the height and width dimensions of
the test objects before beginning the ordering process.

Other boys were

unable to carry hvo criteria in mind simultaneously (stage II), and
ordered in only one dimension while verbalizing recognition of two dimensions.

Some boys, operating at the same stage, arranged the test objects

in accordance with one dimension, but then switched criteria and arranged
the remaining objects by the second dimension.

Stage I behavior was

clearly shown by the boys who formed graphic collections or alighments-making letters, towers, forts, and trains with the test objects.
In addition, the apparently successful development and use of the
Seriation Subtest in this study supports Flavell •s 4 suggestion that
P·i aget •s theory may provide a useful base for the broadening of assess-

ment procedures.

In the current study, the significant differences

between the EH and regular class childr-en on the Seriation Subtest may be
seen as strengthening the probability that the WISC Subtests \'Jere also
assessing a deficit in sequential ability in the EH children.
4.

The ITPA Association Subtests do discriminate between certain

conceptual abilities of the subjects which is significantly related to
class place11ent.

The EH boys experienced particular difficulty in the

part of the Visual Associatio11 Subtest which required that a relational

4Fl a vc n , ~P..· _c:j t. , p. 365.
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concept between two visual stimuli be abstracted and kept in mind while a
comparison with other pictures was made.

This observation appears to

support Piaget's belief that the abstraction of the conceptual relationships between stimuli is an important aspect of conceptual development;
as is the ability to hold one concept in mind

~vhile

investigating another,

additional relationship.
5.

The significance in the age variable reflected in the Visual

Association Subtest data appear to provide support for a maturational view
of conceptual development.

Since conceptual development is not a skill

commonly taught in a grade-related manner in the school setting, maturational factors may furnish an explanation for the highly significant
differences between younger and o·lder boys demonstrated by this Subtest.
Since the

Auditol~

Association Subtest did not show similar age-related

differences, development of the more complex abstracting abilities
required by the Visual Association Subtest may be a reflection of an
i111portant developmental stage in the subjects within the age range of
this study.

If so, some support is provided for Piaget's developmental

theory.

G.

The Classification Subtest developed for this research did not

discriminate between the EH and regular class boys studied.

This f·inding

appears to support the suggestion that the parallelism, reported by
Piaget, between the appearance of seriation and classification abilities
could

be

circumvented by the

use

of animal pictures.

However, the result-

ing difficulty level of the t.estj coupled with the relativeiy
subjects inclt!ded in tJ.e study,

sr::~"'med

fei'J

older

to place opet·ationa1 performance

beyond thE ability 1evc·! of the boys tested.

The observed diff·iculties

the subjects experienced in failing to attain stage III, or fully
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operational behavior on this test, confirmed Piaget's report.
who answered other questions at the

"Subjects

of stage III often gave replies
equivalent of those of stage I \'/hen dealing with animals." 5 In other
lev~l

words, the difficulty level of this Subtest appeared to be a major factor
which contributed to the lack of significance in differentiating the
performance of the subjects of the age level included in this study.
Implications of the Conclusions
This study has provided additional support for Burkholder's 6 view
that certain underlying abilities may be related to reading achievement.
The recognition of the possible importance of specified cognitive
abilities to reading success may have important implications for educational practice.

The recognition of the importance of seriation and

classification ability to reading, as suggested by Piaget's theory, leads
to the following suggestions:
1.

Students experiencing difficulties in the development of read-

ing skill may benefit from practices designed to develop underlying
cognitive abi 1iti es.

In accordance with Pi aget's theory students may be

assisted in the attainment of operational behavior in seriation and
cl<1ssification with the expectation that symbolic achievement may be
facilitated.
2.

Educationally handicapped students could be expected to profit

from a curriculum which has been systematized
ing of the stimuli within the environment.

't
-~-_!__:_•,

p.

~.

r

focusing upon the order-

Such a curriculum may be

5 Inhelder l!nd P·iaget, _Qp_. ~it., p. 112.
6ouUrkno
. • ld· et,
~ .Q_p_.

~y
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visualized as maximizing the opportunities for the student to recognize
environmental relationships.

The studEnt may become operational as he

internalizes a world ordered through emphasis upon the identification
and relatedness of environmental stimuli.
3.

Readiness for reading may be enhanced through supplemental

activities concerned with providing opportunities for learning operational behaviors.

Providing the student with direct experience in order-

ing and classifying may be a valuable part of the readiness program.

If

so, such a program may be preventive in terms of reading failure, if it
is undertaken before reading is begun.
II.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADAPTING THE SCIENCE
CURRICULUM l-OR REr,1EDIATION

SciencE: facts do not constitute science; science exists only vJhen
relationships are discovered. Science is an invention of man wl!}ch
enables him to order information and conduct systematic search.
11

11

Introduction
Th2 suggested remedial practices are concerned with the adaptation
of the e1ementary science curri cLd urn for the purpose of ( l) pro vi ding the
chi 1d with an opportunity to act upon objects in his environment, ( 2)
using these actions to assist the child in the recognition of the regularity o1· ordeY'linto;ss of the world v1hich surrounds him, and (3) helping
the child to develop a method of ordering new stimuli.

As a part of

th8se re:nedi a l practices the 1anguage concepts summarizing the perf or-

ma:1ce ar:d interpl"etin9 actions are emphasized.

Nelson has suggested that

7~-c;_:L~!:l-~~~- fL~!l~~vlc~x-_!~_ J_or ~E:}JLo_!:']_,_i~- fub ]_is_ 5s_h._o_Q]~.

Ki nderga i'ten -

Grades :)ne thtol!~Jh ivJe i ve (Sacran1r::n to: Ca I i fo~ni a State Depattment of

Education, 1970). p. 91.
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such language concepts are important to learning, since they allow the
teacher to recall past events to the child s mind and serve as the basis
for more complex concepts. 8 Complex concepts become increasingly more
1

abstract and depart from the presence of a concrete stimulus, and are,
therefore, more language dependent.
In keeping with Piaget s theory, science, with its emphasis on
1

discovered relationships and the development of systematic thought processes, may become the basis for moving the child toward increasingly
more logical thought patterns.

For the child at the concrete state of

intellectual growth, it is the progressive development of the operational
thought process which facilitates success in symbolic activities.

The

child who is unable to develop fully operational behaviors (who fails to
coordinate foresight and hindsight) lacks the underlying cognitive
structure necessary for reading success.
Rationale for Science Curriculum Adaptation
The rationale for use of the science curriculum for remediation of
underlying cognitive deficits is based upon Piaget 1 s theory as it has
been interpreted for instructional practice.
tion of Piaget 1 s vJOrk Duckworth has stated,

In discussing the implica11

Contrary to the view most

often attributed to him, he maintains that good pedagogy can have an
9 (The term develooment as used here refers
• ueve
~
l c.pmer.~..
'
+
eff ecc~ on tl11s
II

to a preceding statement concerning i nte 11 ectua 1 development.)

Duckv10rth

8Ne l son ) _gp_. ~_!_. ~ p . 2 •
9::: ·1 eo. nor Duckv:orth, "P·i uget RE:di scovered, 11 Pi a get Rediscovered:
Re;)O rt of the Conf ere nee ·on Cocp-li t·i ve Stud i_e_~_ a_~~ :t"ur_!~-~-_0::g~~ .D!:.Y~Jg_p~i1en t,

GC:fs-.-- R.--c.-·rrfp!-)-le ·a.-nd_V:_ fL.

·P.ockc-~st1c~--~-urna_L

T.\~-~!.:..t_0_9_.' 2 ( 1964) , P. 172.

·

of

fi.es~arc_.~ _i_r~ -~<;}~~~
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states that this intellectual development proceeds as partial understandings are revised, broadened and related to one another.

Such changes in

understanding cannot be brought about by talking to the child, which
Ducbvorth indicates Piaget feels has too often been the customary practice in the school.

Duckworth writes:

Good pedagogy must involve presenting the child with situations
in which he himself experiments in the broadest sense of that term-trying things out to see \"/hat happens, manipulating things, manipulating symbols, posing questions and seeking his own answers,
reconciling what he finds at one time with what he finds at another,
and comparing his findings with other children.lO
Speak~ng

at the same conference with Duckworth, Piaget explains

the development of knowledge in terms of operation_.
Knowledge is not a copy of reality. To know an object, to
know an event, is not simply to look at it and make a mental copy
or image of it. To know is to modify, to tl~ansform the object,
and to understand the process of this transformation, and as a
corsequence to understand the way the object is constructed. An
operation, is thus the essence of knm,tledge; it is an interiorized
action which modifies the object of knowledge. For instance an
operation would consist of joining objects in a class to construct
a classification. Or an operation would consist of ordering, or
putting things in a series. Or an operation would consist of
counting, or of measuring. In other words, it is a set of actions
modifying the object, and enabling the knower to get at the
structures of transformation.ll
Piaget

furth~r

explains that the concrete operations stage in the

development of the child is the time of the appearance of the first
operations.

These operations are tenned concrete because the child

operates on objects and not on verbally expressed hypotheses.
In discussing the implications of Piaget's theory for teaching

practice Flavell int2rprets a monograph by Hans Abeli.

Abeli is a

lO}bi~_., p. 173.

11

Jean Piaget, "Development and Learning,!! ibid., pp. 176-177.
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psychologist and former school teacher who worked with Piaget in Geneva
and sees Piaget as stressing two fundamental tenets relating to educational method.

As described by Flavell, these two tenets are (1) the

importance of engaging the student in direct action with the content,
and (2) the value of group work in liberating the child from egocentrism.
Flavell emphasizes point one, and suggests that the teacher's task is to
analyze the content to be learned in terms of the operations implicit in
it. And, then, the teacher should arrange the learning materials so that
necessary oper~ations are carried out by the student.12
Flavell also indicates that the teacher must assist the child in
moving from performing only concrete actions to those requiring less
direct support from the external stimulus.

He suggests that movement

tO\'>Iard greater internalization may first relate to operation upon physical
entities, then to pictorial representations of the objects, and then to
the final steps of cognitive foresight and hindsight.

As a part of his

discussion of Piaget's implications for teaching practice, Flavell
briefly mentions that the internalization process may
as the result of activities undertaken in a group.

occu~

more easily

Apparently, the

pu·r-suit of common projects and the related discussions provide opportunities for the student to compare his thought patterns with those of other
students.

The learner is thus better able to acquire some degree of

rationa1 ity J.nd objectivity in thought. 13
~) ns t~~~~ t·i__9_i_l~_LJ~1Qde

l.

for Science Tea china_

The researcher's recommendations for facilitating the 2rowth of

"12nave11, 92..· .<:J. i·, pp. 368-369.
l3_Lbi q_.

'

p. .369.
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cognitive abilities throGgh the science curriculum are based upon the
rationale outlined in the preceding section.

These recommendations are

related to specific strategies which are a part of the total teaching
process.

In order for these strategies or techniques to be more easily

understood in terms of teaching, they will be considered within the context provided by the California Science Framework.

The Science Framework

suggests that instructional models are valuable in organizing and sequencing learning experiences.l4 Therefore, an instructional model is used to
furnish a frame of reference for the teacher interested in implementing
cognitive growth through science.

2

Sources of goals
and objectives

Objectives

6

3

Reteaching
and revision

Preassessment

5

4

Eva·iuation

Learning
Sequences
Figure 1

Planning/Assessment Instructional Model
One of the instructional models suggested in the Science Framework
is an adaptation of the group instruction planning/assessment model
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proposed by ~L James Popham.l5 This adapted model indicates a teaching
progression along a six point continuum (Figure l, above).

As discussed

in the Framework a brief explanation of each of the six steps in the
model is provided.

In addition, the researcher 1 s suggestions for teach-

ing strategies are included under point 4 of the discussion which proceeds
as outlined:
(l) Sources of goals and objectives: A brief explanation.
(2) Objectives: A brief explanation.
(3) Preassessment: A brief explanation.

(4) Learning Sequences:

Three teaching strategies are suggested.

(a) Teach~ng strategy 1: Developing a simple concept in
classification.
(b) Teaching strategy 2: Developing a simple concept in
seY'i ati on.

(c) Teaching strategy 3: Developing a conceptual relatedness
in classification.
(5) Evaluation: A brief explanation.
(6) Reteaching and revision: A brief explanation.
In following the sequence outlinad no attempt has been made to
limit the discussion to specified goals or grade levels within the
elementary school.

The teacher is allowed consid2rable flexibility in

adapting the proposals to the needs of a particular class.

Cl)

~ou_~~~_e__?__of

goc.l ~- aQ_~_Qbj~~U ves_.

The California State Advisory

Coinmi ttee on Science Education has pt·oposed four broad goals for the
science curriculum from kindergarten through grade twelve.

lsr t)JO.,
.I
'"O.
p. 0

These goals,
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stated in the Framework, are concerned with the development of the pupil
in these areas:

(1) Scientific attitudes, (2) Rational thinking, (3)

Manipulative and communication skills, and (4) Knov-1ledge.l6
(2)

Objec_~ives.

t~e.formulation

Each of the above goals may furnish a base for

of teaching objectives.

In actual practice, the four

goals are closely interre·lated and all contribute to the development of
a well-balanced science program.

Hov-Jever, for the recommendations in

point 4, Learning Sequences, the Knowledge Goal provides the source of
the more specific teaching sequences which are suggested.

The Knowledge

Goal as described by the Framework is, "To develop knowledge of specifics,
processes, concepts, generalizations, and unifying principles, Y.Jhich
leads to further interpretations and prediction of objects and events in
the natural eYJvironment."l7
Relevant to the development of Knowledge as a goal of science instruction, the Science Advisory Comnittee has selected seven broad conceptual ideas from the various science disciplines and has proposed that
these concepts serve as guidelines for the selection of learning experiences for students.

Two examples of the seven conceptual systems are:lB

A.

Most events in nature occur in a predictable way, understandable ·in terms of a cause-and-effect relationship; natural
laws are universal and demonstrable throughout time and space.

B

Frame of reference for size, pas iti on, time, and motion in
space are relative, not absolute.

The Advisory Comm-ittee has recognized that such broad conceptual

l6Ibid.

17_~Qjj_. ~ p. 32.

l8_g~-~ d. ' p. 34.
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systen1s are only the basis for

long-l~ange

goals of instruction, and

should be developed at increasing levels of understanding throughout the
school years.

The selection of more specific goals and related teaching

strategies will reflect interim objectives for the unit or the year, and
grow out of teacher judgment based upon preassessment, point 3 of the
Instructional Model.
(3) Preassessment.

At this point in the instructional process,

the teacher diagnoses the status of the pupils in relation to a proposed
knowledge category (which may be a unit), before additional preassessment
related to a more specific learning objective.

Such preassessments may

be carried out through discussion, questioning, observation or trial
teaching procedures.

These preassessment procedures allow specific ob-

jectives to be based upon the instructional needs and skills of the class,
the constraints imposed by the classroom environment, and the avai1ab·ility
of time and

equipme~t

for science instruction.

When preassessment has

been carried out learning sequences may then be considered.
(4) 1earning_

Seq.!:!_enc~-~·

It is in relation to the Learning

Sequences of the Instructional Model, and within the broader Knowledge
objective of point 2, that the researcher places the recommendations for
the development of operational behaviors as previously
Rationale for Science Curriculum Adaptation.

describ~d

in

In general, implementation

of the teaching strategies should be carried out so that the student is
encouraged to act upon actual environmental objects.

Selection of such

concrete experiences will depend upon the newness of the concept, the
na.ture of the concept, the availability of materials, and, the inventiveness of the teacher.
Pror:.edures useful in providing the studer.t with the opportunity to

10.9

act upon objects include experiments, models, pictures, and observations.
Such experiences assist internalization of the concept and assist both
the teacher and student in avoiding the substitution of verbal fluency
for learning.

For example, if the seed is to be related to the concept

of reproduction, observation of the e111bryo plant can be made by opening
and inspecting a bean seed.

Or, the child may plant the seed and observe

the plant as it grows, flowers, and forms new seeds.

During the period

of plant growth, measurements may be taken which develop the concept of
growth as well as reproduction.
The researcher believes that the following teaching strategies may
be useful to the teacher planning to use the science curriculum as a
vehicle for encouraging cognitive growth which results in operational behaviors:
A.

Teaching Strategy 1.

Concepts are an important method of

acquiring knowledge since they are based on the ordering of facts and
lead to generalizations and principles.

If a concept is visualized as

a system of classifying information, then a set of defining characteristics must be associated with each concept.

To learn a concept the stu-

dent must learn the defining characteristics so that in categorizing some
features are noted while others are ignored.

The strategy for assisting

the student to gain an understanding of the properties of an object or
idea is to provide for the abstraction of the conmonalities from an
investigation of several examples of the concept.
A paradigm for developing this strategy is depicted in Figure 2.
.fl.s shovm in this paradigm the concept is developed under object_ and
i~5S:T12_~_j_\?!~

headings.

objects selected

by

The concept to be learned is illustrated by the

the teacher.

The students then provide a description
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of the object through experiments, observations, reading, listening to
tapes or class discussion.

When the descriptions have been completed the

students summarize the description by identifying properties common to
all the objects.
OBJECT

DESCRIPTION

l.

l.

2.

2.

3.

3.

COMMON PROPERTIES:
Figure 2
Identifying Defining Characteristics
for Learning Concepts
The strategy which has been suggested may assist the child in
learning to order his environment through the recognition of
of class.

co~nonalities

The ability to abstract the criteria of classification for a

concept is, according to Piaget, a foundation of reasoning.

Deficiency

in this type of conceptual reasoning may have contributed to the significant differences in conceptual abilities between the educationally handicapped and regular class boys in this study.
A.

Ex_.i!-0.PJ.?__£__Teachin_g __Sh·at~Ll_.

fru!t is to be developed.

In this example the concept

The instructional objective is for the child

to abstract and identify the defining ch3racteristics of

fl~~t_.

The per-

fonnance objective is for the child to select a fru-it from among several
fruits and vegetables

d~d

to explain the defining characteristics.
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For this lesson the teacher has se.Jected three examples of the
concept; an apple, a pear, and an orans2.

Since the developed descrip-

tion is based primarily upon observation, both whole and cut samples of
the fruits are supplied by the teacher.
examples and formulate a description.

The students observe these
Finally, these descriptions are

analyzed and the properties found in all of the three descriptions are
abstracted and recognized.

This example is illustrated in Figure 3.

OBJECT

DESCRIPTION

1.

apple

1.

red, has a peel over crisp pulp,
has a core \.Vi th seeds in it,
round

2.

pear

2.

egg-shaped, green, has seeds, has
a stem, has a peel, edible, has
pulp.

3.

orange

3.

thick peel, round, orange, comes
apart in sections, has juicy
flesh in tiny sacs.

COMMON PROPERTIES:

seeds, peels, pulp or flesh

Figure 3
An Example of Using Defining Characteristics
For Learning the Concept Fruit
B.

T~aching

Str_atE_gy_ 2.

Concepts may have defining characteris-

tics which are primarily relational.

Relational concepts are those which

cannot be clearly visualized except as a part of a frame of reference.
For example, the concept tall_ cannot be viev-1ed as having a consistent
property, but t.:x-ists pri_n;;_H·ily when there is a compa1·ative relationship
to short.

The teaching of relational concepts may be

si~plified

by
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emphasizing ordering rather than categorization.

The ordering process

requires that comparisons be made among the objects to be ordered.
The educationally handicapped students assessed in this study were
deficient in their ability to order, or sequence, when compared to
regular class children.

Science pro vi des many opportunities for inter-

actions which allow the child to recognize tactually, visually and verbally
comparative relationships.

Therefore, science may be structured to pro-

vide the developing child with many potentially valuable experiences for
cognitive growth.
In science the importance of a relational frame of reference has
been recognized by Conceptual System B (page 106) as one of the long
range goals in science teaching.

In this goal, size, position, time and

motion are all recognized as relational.

Nelson has stressed the impor-

tance of, whenever possible, using the child as the referent or center
of the environment during the teaching of relational tasks.l 9 When this
teaching approach is used the child's involvement in the task is maximized.
8.

.s_xa!!J_p_l_~Te~chi__t:ill

Strateay 2.

In teaching the size concept,

tan, the child may be led to discover that being "taller" is relational.
For this lesson the

in~tructional

objective is for the child to discover

that the concept J-.9_11_ is relational by comparing his own height \vith that
of classmates.

The performance objective is for the child to demonstrate

his understanding of tall by standing next to an object in the room (such
as a bookcase or desk) vJhich hr:: is "taller than" or "shorter than."
ln structuring the lesson for teaching this relational concept,

l9t·11o ,i .:J 0"'
•

l-.:

L'

II '

0"

_ _ .t_-:1_ •

_r;j_!:_. ' p. 126 •
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several children of varying heights may be placed in a line and the child
moves along the line comparing himself vJith the heights of his classmates.

He is then asked to describe if he is taller or shorter than a

particular classmate.
The importance of measurement to the determination of tallness may
also be included in teaching this concept.

A large piece of butcher

paper may be affixed to the wall and the children's heights recorded in
marking pen.

Measurements can then be made and recorded by the mark.

These measurements can be correlated with the concepts of tallest, shortest, and middle-sized.

In order to facilitate the recognition of these

concepts the butcher paper may be cut and arranged from shortest to
tallest.

For children less advanced in skill, the ordering may be done

by p'Jacing the children in a line of increasing height prior to marking
the

~'Ia ll

chart.

C. Tea_s;hing Strateg_y_]_.

The final strategy to be recommended is

the recognition of the interrelatedness of concepts.
can provide the teacher with a method of

This recognition

system~tizing

instruction so

that learning in one context ·,·einforces, or builds upon, related learning.
In teaching, the value of one concept being a part of several others may
provide the thread of continuity to a lesson or a unit.
In accordance vrith Piaget's theory multiple classification represents the ability to demonstrate hindsight and foresight, or to hold tY.to
ideas in

mi~d

simultaneously.

On the Seriation Subtest the educationally

handicapped students studies w::re si'}nificantly deficient in this ability.
As suggested in the example which follows, the multiple roles filled by
some concepts provides an opportunity to structure learning to facilitate
the recognition of the i:npottance of conceptua 1 re 1a ted ness.
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C.

Exampl~~_:__I~aching Strat~gy___l.

If, as noted in Figure 3,

~-e-~ds_

have been previously identified as one of the characteristics of fruit
then this concept may be used as the beginning idea for the development
of the concept reproduction.

(Seeds are recognized as important to

understanding two other concepts--fruit and reproduction.)

Or, beginning

with the pulp or fleshy part of the fruit, the idea that the pulp is good
to eat because it is sweet may be developed.

If so, the sweetness present

in the fruit may be related to the plant's ability to store sugar.

In

turn, sugars may be described in terms of the elements which they contain;
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.

Further exploration may consider the manner

in \IJhich the tree obtains these elements from the soil and air and combines them to form sugar.

This combining process then may be studied as

an energy storing synthesis dependent upon light energy from the sun,
termed photosynthesis. 20
The use of this method of interrelating a lesson, or a teaching
unit requires that conceptual relatedness be considered when planning is
done.

Such planning will allow the learner to systematize his thought

patterns as learning proceeds in a continuous manner.

Easing teaching

upon conceptual relatedness should prevent the accumulation of fragmented
facts and avoid the i nte 11 ectua l hopscotch often provided by undertaking
a series of experiments or

obseJ~vations

which may fascinate, but are soon

forgotten.
(5) Evaluation.

?n
-UJ\ 1 though

In the Instructional Model the effectiveness of

these 1as t concepts may appear to be too comp 1ex tor
the elernr~ntary child, they appear, in add-ition to many others, in the
Ca1if0rnia State Series for Grade 4, Concepts in Science, Pd. Paul F.
Bl't:)ndvJei n (Sacramento: Ca 1i forni a state-Depart~ienT-o·(Tcbcati on, 1967).
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the learning sequence is determined by evaluation.

In concept learning

evaluation may be done by presenting the learner with new examples of the
concept and asking the learner to categorize it.

For example, in the

concept fr_uit a new type of fruit is presented and the learner is as!<.ed
to identify it as a fruit.

Or, a fruit, a vegetable, and a nut may be

presented and the student asked to examine the objects and identify the
fruit.

The student is also asked to explain his selection.
This type of evaluation indicates that concepts may be generalized.

The child genera 1i zes the newly 1earned concept to a variety of specific
instances of the class which have not been previously utilized in the
learning situation.

At a more advanced level of understanding, the pupil

may be requested to explain events in his daily life on the basis of his
conceptual learnings.
(6) Re_!ea_ching and_revisiol)_.

Following evaluation procedures,

teacher judgment leads to the reteaching of unachieved objectives with
changed techniques or different materials.

In some instances the original

objectives wi 11 be mod·i fi ed to better meet the needs of the learners.
When evaluation is made of the results of teaching strategies which are
theory based, reteaching may be structured by returning to the theoty
fo1~

guidance.
For example, a teacher reviewing the rationale of cognitive growth

may decide to revise a unit or lesson in a manner v1hich allows more group
work.

If so, the decision may be based upon a reconsideration of Piaget's

hypotheses which suggests that the internalization of logical thought is
furthered through the exchange of ideas among students.
ScJ~~e ~_utri cul

un1

Ad.::1p ta t·i on Summary

In this part of Chapter V the researcher has suggested ways of
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facilitating the cognitive growth of the child by the design and structure of the science curriculum.

The Knowledge Goal suggested by the

State Science Framework has been used for suggesting specific teaching
strategies within the context of an Instructional Model.

Strategies

have been recommended for assisting the child in learning to systematically approach and interrelate his world.
to be supported by Flavell, who states,

These recommendations appear
11

•••

intellectual development

is an organization process, and what are organized are active, intellectual operations; their organization into systems with definable structure
is the sine

.9.l:@__non

for 1 good 1 cognition, i.e., cognition of genetic

rna turity. ~~21
The researcher has also stressed the importance of actively involving the child in acting upon the objects around him.

The value in

using the science curriculum for cognitive development has been summarized
by Wohlw"ill.

Providing the child with a broad base of experience which
assures him extensive practice in abstracting structural similarities and com1non principles from diverse mi1terial contents or
specific tasks may surely be expected to influence the development
of his cognitive skills in a very favorable sense.22
In this study the correlation between the growth of cognitive
skill and iJllproved reading ability has been postulated.

It has been sug-

gested that certain underlying cognitive factors developed through science,
may also prove to be valuable in the remediation of disabilities In read-

ing dernonstr2.ted

by

some students.

In order to further explore this

?.2,Joachim F.\r!ohlwi11, "Cognitive Deve·lopment and the Learning of
E1Eme:ntaty Concepts, eds. R. E. Ripple and V. N. Roskcast1e, 2£· .c:.Lt_.,
11

p. 226.
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postulated relationship the following recommendations are made.

III.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The following specific suggestions are deemed by the investigator
as being most important for further study:
l.

A longitudinal study comparing students with reading disa-

bilities with regular class students is needed to determine if gains in
reading achievement are accompanied by gains in composite test scores.
Evidence of this type is needed to discover if reading skill can be more
clearly linked with seriation and classification abilities.
2.

Another study should be done utilizing the composite test to

assess more clearly the age relatedness of the dependent variables.
This could be done by controlling the number of subjects within each year
of the age range to be studied.
3.

Simplification of the Seriation and Classification Subtests

would allow study of children of younger age levels.

Such a study would

be expected to identify early developers in seriation and class-ification.
Once identified, the early developers could be studied to determine if
they demonstrate early reading skill development.

The presence of sig-

nificant differences between early developers and late developers in
seriation and classification abilities, which was also reflected by tests
of reo.ding skill, vwuld furnish further evidence for the impodance of
Piagetian tasks to the development of symbolic skills.

4.

The data from the present study revealed significant differ-

ences between groups of children, but analysis of the Jata for individual
variations was not a concern of this study.

Further understanding of the

importance of sr:ri a ti on and class ifi cation ability to reading achievement
;ray he gained by studies of individual children of normal intel1ioence.
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5.

Research directed toward comparing boys and girls in their

development of seriation and classificRtion abilities would be of interest, since Piaget's studies do not appear to reflect differential
findings related to sex differences.

If the frequently postulated

maturational sex differences are present, and significant to the finding
of a greater number of reading retardation cases among boys, then sex
differences could be expected to be demonstrated on Piagetian tasks.
6.

Evaluation techniques should be extended to appraise the

child's environmental background.

Information is needed which investi-

gates the nature of the "hidden curriculum" provided by the child's home
experiences prior to school entry.

Piaget's theory which links the

operational behavior of the concrete period with earlier environmental
interactions suggests that the school should be increasingly concerned
with development in the early years.
7.

The suggested adaptations of the science curriculum should be

carried out in the school and studies made to assess whether the students
exposed to such a curriculum demonstrate cognitive growth reflected in
gains in reading achievement.
IV.

SU~lMARY

Th'2 current study has provided evidence to support the theory that
children who are severely deficient in
regular class children,

ar~e

readi~g

skills, when compared to

often also deficient in the ability to order,

or seriate, and to classify, cr form concepts.

In accordance vlith

Pia9et's theoty this f·inding supports the view that ·inadequately devel-

oped ordGring and

c1as~;i"fying

abilities may represent, at least in part,

the under.lying cognitive skills necessary to cognitive maturation
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sufficient for mastering reading.
As a part of this research a

co~posite

test was developed to

assess reading skill and seriation and classification abilities.

The

use of this test provides evidence that broadened insights into cognitive
functioning may be gained by alterations in usual testing procedures.
In addition to providing evidence for the presence of underlying
cognitive deficits in poor readers, the study has suggested that the
elementary science curriculum may provide a valuable content area for
the development of improved cognition.

The child is provided with the

opportunity to view science as an invention of man for ordering the
universe.

Through science the child is encouraged to interact with, and

act upon, his environment.
Guidance for this interaction is provided through specific suggestions for teaching strategies which maximize opportunities for recognition of conceptual relationships by the child.

These specific sugges-

tions are supported by examples of teaching procedures.
are provided to more clearly indicate that Piaget

1

S

The examples

theory may be used

as the basis for curriculum adaptation as well as assessment procedures.
The research has raised many unanswered questions.

Hopefully, the

theoretical orientation of this study may lead to practices which assist
in the prevention of reading failure.

For, if cognitive growth can be

demonstrably influenced by the provision for specific types of learning
experiences for the growing child, then procedures may be undertaken
which provide for the cognitive maturation required for reading prior to
beginnin9 reading.

To this end, t1sscssment

techniqur~s

may be dt:veloped

which are increasingly more accurate in determining when the child is
ready to undertake the reading task with success.
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APPENDIX A
THE COMPOSITE TEST
SUMf1ARY SHEET
Name- - -

Schoo 1·

Grade

Retention- - - - -

Class:

EH- - Regular _ _
Yr.

IQ:

l~ISC

Hand Use:

FS _ _

S-B- -

Right___ Left

t1o.

Day

Test Date - Birth Date
Age

Parent's Name

-----------------

Father's Occup . ____________
Relationship:

Siblings:

Younger - - - -

Step- - Natural
Score

TEST DATA
ITPA - Auditory Association
WRAT - Reading (Level I)
ITPA - Visual Association
WISC - Information
Digit Span
Arithmetic
Coding
GILMORE - Accuracy
Coll1ptehension
Rate

SEfdATION
CLASSIFICATION

Older- -

SAN JUAN Ul'I1J:i'U:il.V

~lJHUUL JU.U:f.l.".il:"t.II.'I.J.I.'

in Sulurtan

ILtl

Sacramenlo

FERD. J. KIESEL, Superintendent of Schools

RALPH RICHARDSON, DIRECTOR
SPt:CIAL EDUCATION OEPARTME.IiT

JOSEPH H. FERREIRA, Assistant Superintendent, Special Services and Programs

STARR KING E;<;CE;PTIONAL SCHOOL

4648 COTTAGE WAY
CARMICH ... EL, CALIFORNIA

TELEPHONE;

484-2134

November 10, 1970

Dear Parent:
The San Juan Unified School District is participating in a program to
evaluate and compare the academic abilities of boys enrolled in
educationally handicapped classes with regular class boys. The
findings will be used as the basis for suggesting adaptations of
science curriculum for the development of reading skills,
In this program some youngsters will be asked to participate in an
academic abilities evaluation which will take approximately one hour,
This evaluation will be done at school, during school hours. It is
expected that this study will begin around the middle of November
and conclude in December, 1970,

If you have no objections to your child being included. in a list frorn
which this study group will be selected, please sign the consent form
below and return it to the school at your earliest convenience,

·'

I hereby consent to my boy being included for possible selection in the
above-outlined program.

Child 1 s Name

Parent 1 s Signature

Birthdate

Address

School

Telephone Nun1ber

9!S608

p
d
r
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SAN JUAN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Special Education Department

'

i

l

'

L

To:

Principals and Teachers of Educationally Handicapped and Regular
Class Children

From:

Ralph Richardson, Director of Special Education

Subject:

EVALUATION OF ACADEMIC ABILITIES OF BOYS ENROLLED IN
EDUCATIONALLY HANDICAPPED CLASSES COMPARED WITH REGULAR
CLASS BOYS
'

Date:

November 10, 1970

With the approval of the Superintendent's Cabinet and the cooperation of
the Special Education Department, fvlrs. Vivian McProuty will be conducting
an evaluation and comparison of the academic abilities of boys in the
Educationally Handicapped and Regular Class Programs. The findings will
be used as the basis of a doctoral dissertation with the University of
the Pacific. This project ~r;ill suggest ways of adapting the elementary
science curriculum for the improvement of reading skills. When completed,
the portion of the study integrating reading skill development with
science will be made available to participating schools.
If participation in this study meets with your approval, I would appreciate
your taking the following action: Approximately forty educationally handicapped and forty regular class boys vvill be selected for evaluation during
November and December. Listed below are the names of the students in your
E.H. classroom who meet the criteria necessary for inclusion in the study.

Before selection of any of these children for evaluation, it is necessary
that p2.rent permission be obtained. It would be most appreciated if you
would send the attached letter home for the above-named children. It is
-~c_g~_nt that the signed parent permission forms be returned to the school
by the 20th of November, 1970.

Thank you for your cooperation.

RR:hc
encl.
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SAN JUAN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Special Education Department
To:

Principals and Teachers of Educationally Handicapped and
Regular Class Children

From:

Ralph Richardson, Director of Special Education

Subject:

EVALUATION OF ACADEMIC ABILITIES OF BOYS ENROLLED IN
EDUCATIONALLY HANDICAPPED CLASSES COMPARED WITH REGULAR
CLASS BOYS.

Date:

November 19, 1970

With the approval of therSuperintendent's Cabinet and the cooperation of
the Special Education Department, Mrs. Vivian McProuty will be conducting
an evaluation and comparison of the academic abilities of boys in the
Educationally Handicapped and Regular Class Programs. The findings will
be used as the basis of a doctora 1 di sserta ti on with the University of
the Pacific. This project will suggest ways of adapting the elementary
science curriculum for the improvement of reading skills. When completed,
the portion of the study integrating reading skill development with
science will be made available to participating schools.
If participation in this study meets with your approval, I would appreciate
your taking the fonovring action: Approximately forty educationally handicapped and fot·ty regular class boys \<rill be selected for evaluation during
November and December. Listed below are the names of the students in your
regular classrooms who meet the cr·itetia necessary for inclusion in the
study:

Before selection of any of these children for evaluation, it ·is necessary
that parent permission be obtained. It would be most appreciated if you
would send the attached letter home for the above-named children. It is
uroent tha.t the s:gned pat'ent rermission forms be returned to the school
E~/'fF.e 30th of No·;ember, 1970.
Thank you for your cooperation.

RR:hc
encl.
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APPENDIX C
SERIATION SUBTEST
SCORE SHEET
First Trial: Award 5 points for each of the following stages which
ares-uccessfully completed. Add 5 bonus points for correct placement
of the check piece.

SCORE
Stage

- No seriations in the strict sense, usually graphic
coilections or alignments.

Stage 2 - Seriation, according to one criteria, or switching
from one criteria to another.
Stage 3 ·- t·1ultipl·icative anangement based on twofold seriation.
(Points Possible - 20)

Bonus - check

Second Trial: Following the demonstration: count the pieces
pfaced- cotrectly. Divide this total by one-half (disregarding
one-half points) and record. Award 4 points for correct
placement of the check piece.
(Points Possible - 12)

Bonus - check

The score on the subtest is the total of the points possible.
(Total Subtest Points Possible - 32)

lOT/\L
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APPENDIX C

0
t:

CLASSIFICATION SUBTEST
SCORE SHEET
After the subject has completed placement of the animals
award 2 points for each placement which appears correct. The
criterion for correctness in placement which appears to demonstrate recognition of either of the sub-classes (i.e., a
child placing the baby elephant with the mother elephant
receives two points).
(Points Possible - 8)
After the child has placed the pictures he is asked to
explain (verbalize) his reason for placement. Award 2 points
for each of the two concepts correctly identified. Correctness
of wording is not judged, as long as the examiner feels that
the concept has been identified (i.e., the child may say
old and youn9 or mother and babies; or, zoo and farm or wild
and not vJil d).
(Points Possible - 4
Aivard 2 points for correct placement of the check animal.
Criterion for placement is to add the check animal to the
section containing the adult elephant and the tiger.
(Points Possible - 2)
If the child achieves multiplicative synthesis either
before or after being asked, Can you do something that will
make it easy to look at everyth·ing at once? a 4 point bonus
is added.
(Points Possible - 4)
11

11

The score on the subtest is the total of the points
possible.
(Total Possible - 18)

SCORE
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